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ABSTRACT 

As part of our work on the NSF funded Integrated Digital Event Archiving and Library 
(IDEAL) project and the Global Event and Trend Archive Research (GETAR) project, we 
collected over 1.4 billion tweets using over 1,000 keywords, key phrases, mentions, or 
hashtags, starting from 2009. Since many tweets talk about events (with useful location 
information), such as natural disasters, emergencies, and accidents, it is important to geo-
locate those tweets whenever possible. 

Due to possible location ambiguity, finding a tweet’s location often is challenging. Many 
distinct places have the same geoname, e.g., “Greenville” matches 50 different locations 
in the U.S.A. Frequently, in tweets, explicit location information, like geonames mentioned, 
is insufficient, because tweets are often brief and incomplete. They have a small fraction 
of the full location information of an event due to the 140 character limitation. Location 
indicative words (LIWs) may include latent location information, for example, “Water 
main break near White House” does not have any geonames but it is related to a location 
“1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20500 USA” indicated by the key phrase 
‘White House’.  

To disambiguate tweet locations, we first extracted geospatial named entities (geonames) 
and predicted implicit state (e.g., Virginia or California) information from entities using 
machine learning algorithms including Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), 
and Random Forest (RF). Implicit state information helps reduce ambiguity. We also 
studied how location information of events is expressed in tweets and how latent location 
indicative information can help to geo-locate tweets. We then used a machine learning (ML) 
approach to predict the implicit state using geonames and LIWs. 

We conducted experiments with tweets (e.g., about potholes), and found significant 
improvement in disambiguating tweet locations using a ML algorithm along with the 
Stanford NER. Adding state information predicted by our classifiers increased the 
possibility to find the state-level geo-location unambiguously by up to 80%. We also 
studied over 6 million tweets (3 mid-size and 2 big-size collections about water main 
breaks, sinkholes, potholes, car crashes, and car accidents), covering 17 months. We found 



that up to 91.1% of tweets have at least one type of location information (geo-coordinates 
or geonames), or LIWs. We also demonstrated that in most cases adding LIWs helps geo-
locate tweets with less ambiguity using a geo-coding API. Finally, we conducted additional 
experiments with the five different tweet collections, and found significant improvement 
in disambiguating tweet locations using a ML approach with geonames and all LIWs that 
are present in tweet texts as features. 
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

As part of our work on the projects “Integrated Digital Event Archiving and Library 
(IDEAL)” and “Global Event and Trend Archive Research (GETAR),” funded by NSF, we 
collected over 1.4 billion tweets using over 1,000 keywords, key phrases, mentions, or 
hashtags, starting from 2009. Since many tweets talk about events (with useful location 
information), such as natural disasters, emergencies, and accidents, it is important to geo-
locate those tweets whenever possible. 

Due to possible location ambiguity, finding a tweet’s location often is challenging. Many 
distinct places have the same geoname, e.g., “Greenville” matches 50 different locations 
in the U.S.A. Frequently, in tweets, explicit location information, like geonames mentioned, 
is insufficient, because tweets are often brief and incomplete. They have a small fraction 
of the full location information of an event due to the 140 character limitation. Location 
indicative words (LIWs) may include latent location information, for example, “Water 
main break near White House” does not have any geonames but it is related to a location 
“1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20500 USA” indicated by the key phrase 
‘White House’.  

To disambiguate tweet locations, we first extracted geonames, and then predicted implicit 
state (e.g., Virginia or California) information from entities using machine learning (ML) 
algorithms (wherein computers learn from examples what state is appropriate). Implicit 
state information helps reduce ambiguity. We also studied how location information of 
events is expressed in tweets and how latent location indicative information can help to 
geo-locate tweets. We then used a ML approach to predict the implicit state using 
geonames and LIWs. 

We conducted experiments with tweets (e.g., about potholes), and found significant 
improvement in disambiguating tweet locations using a ML algorithm along with the 
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer. Adding state information predicted by our classifiers 
increased the ability to find the state-level geo-location unambiguously by up to 80%. We 
also studied over 6 million tweets (in three mid-size and two big collections, about water 
main breaks, sinkholes, potholes, car crashes, and car accidents), covering 17 months. We 



found that up to 91.1% of tweets have at least one type of location information (geo-
coordinates or geonames), or LIWs. We also demonstrated that in most cases adding LIWs 
helps geo-locate tweets with less ambiguity using a geo-coding Web application (that 
converts addresses into geographic coordinates). Finally, we conducted additional 
experiments with the five different tweet collections, and found significant improvement 
in disambiguating tweet locations using a ML approach wherein the features considered 
are the geonames and all LIWs that are present in the tweet texts. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Roads are an integral part of our daily lives. Many daily accidents and emergencies are 
associated with a road location.  For example, according to watermainbreakclock.com, 850 
water main breaks occur each day in North America; the costs of repairs are over $3 billion. 
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) believes it would cost $2.7 trillion to fix 
crumbling highways and bridges in the US, according to pothole.info [27]. Recently, to 
detect and respond to accidents and emergencies quickly, or for information aggregation 
or dissemination, local governments or organizations have been using various tools such 
as Twitter and mobile apps. 

Detecting events’ locations using manual work is impractical, because of the large volume 
of data. An alternative is detecting an event’s location automatically; automation also 
supports related collection and dissemination of information.  Sakaki et al. [1] showed how 
to use a micro-blogging service such as Twitter to detect the center and trajectory of a 
targeted event such as an earthquake or typhoon. They collected only tweets that contain 
keywords such as earthquake and shaking, to filter out non-relevant tweets. They used 
tweets that have geo-coordinates (latitude and longitude, GPS enabled), and registered 
users’ locations in their profile in Twitter, to estimate the target event’s center and 
trajectory. Unfortunately, only a very small number of tweets (usually under 2% of sampled 
tweets) include geo-coordinates. 

To overcome these problems, we determine tweet locations through analysis of not only 
geonames, but also latent location information. Our intuition is that latent location 
information such as location indicative words (LIWs) may help to geo-locate tweets. A 
LIW is a word or phrase that is in relation to a specific location. Experiments show that in 
most cases adding LIWs helps to geo-locate tweets with less ambiguity. Furthermore, state 
level distribution of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with geonames or both geonames 
and LIWs are quite consistent. On the other hand, when geo-coordinates alone are used, 
there often are inaccuracies, due to biased sampling resulting from the small number of 
tweets with latitude and longitude (2%) and the fact that many tweets with geo-coordinates 
come from automated posting systems run by local governments. 

1 
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1.2 Integrated Digital Event Archive and Library 
(IDEAL) project and Global Event and Trend 
Archive Research (GETAR) project 

In the Integrated Digital Event Archive and Library (IDEAL) project, supported by NSF 
[37], we research the next generation integration of digital libraries and event archiving. 
The system supports automatic event detection as well as accepting narrow or general 
requests for event archiving. Crawling, collecting, filtering, categorizing, preserving, and 
providing access to webpages and tweets are the main components of the system. Services 
include browsing, searching, summarizing, identifying topics and themes, analyzing, and 
visualizing (text and data) on a map. 

Global Event and Trend Archive Research (GETAR) [41] also is supported by NSF. This 
project will devise interactive, integrated, digital library/archive systems coupled with 
linked and expert-curated webpage/tweet collections, covering key parts of the 1997-2020 
timeframe, supporting research on urgent global challenge events and initiatives. It will 
allow diverse stakeholder communities to interactively: collect, organize, browse, visualize, 
study, analyze, summarize, and explore content and sources related to biodiversity, climate 
change, crises, disasters, elections, energy policy, environmental policy/planning, 
geospatial information, green engineering, human rights, inequality, migrations, nuclear 
power, population growth, resiliency, shootings, sustainability, violence, etc. GETAR will 
leverage Virginia Tech (VT) research on digital libraries, natural language processing, HCI, 
information retrieval, machine learning, discovery analytics, and Web archiving. 

The projects have been collecting Internet information such as tweets and webpages related 
to crises or tragedies in addition to recovery and government/community events. The 
projects encompass over 1.4 billion tweets that have been collected. In order to determine 
the location corresponding to each event and visualize it on a map it is crucial to 
unambiguously geotag each tweet. With the help of a small Hadoop type cluster tailored to 
work with tweets and the over 11TB of webpages we have archived about a variety of 
events, we research how to develop an improved solution.  
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An overview of the IDEAL project’s system architecture is given in Figure 1. Section 1.7 
explains more about the IDEAL project, discussing system architecture and data 
architecture. 

Figure 1. System architecture of the IDEAL project 
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1.3 Motivation 
Many studies [3][7][10][15][16][19][22] have explored geo-locating tweets through tweet 
text instead of geo-coordinates. However, most are based on small size datasets that have 
been geotagged by human effort. 

Generally, events are related to a specific location, or a set of locations. In order to 
determine the location(s) corresponding to each event it is beneficial to geo-locate each 
tweet. In contrast to news and public homepages that have more well-formed location 
information, most tweets are personal text messages and have incomplete location 
information without mentioning a specific state or country name. Since typical Named 
Entity Recognition (NER) algorithms are developed for news or other moderate to long 
length documents, the result of applying an NER algorithm to tweet text may not be helpful. 

Geo-locating a tweet is difficult because:
• Most users prefer to provide geospatial information by stating it in the contents of

the tweet rather than lose privacy by enabling GPS (latitude, longitude) information.
• Tweets are often brief and incomplete (e.g., missing state or city name).
• Since many distinct places share the same geoname, entities extracted from tweets

using the popular Stanford Named Entity Recognizer [13] often have location
ambiguity.

• Tweets include only a small fraction of the full information about an event, because
of the 140-character limitation.

• When people communicate, they may not mention what they already know (and
guess that others will understand). For example, when people warn friends about
an accident, they often mention a street name without giving the name of the city
or state.
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1.4 Problem Statement 

1.4.1 Problem 1 
Extracting geographical named entities and disambiguating a tweet’s location by 
integrating predictive implicit location information. 
The first problem is finding a tweet’s location unambiguously. When an event happens, 
users tweet about it, mentioning about where it occurred. Geospatial named entities 
extracted from tweets are often found to be incomplete. This happens when transforming 
them into geographic coordinates or a formatted address using a Geo-coding1 API. This 
results in many ambiguous locations. 

The incompleteness of the location information could be attributed to the users depending 
on the context of their tweet. People differ in the way they express themselves and this 
leads to different representations of the same location or even different levels of detail for 
the same location. Some may report street level location information while others may just 
use region or city level location information without state information. 

1.4.2 Problem 2 
Describing how location information of events is expressed in tweets and how latent 
location indicative information can help to geo-locate tweets. 
Location information of events can be expressed in tweets directly (e.g., geonames) or 
indirectly (e.g., location indicative words).  

1.4.3 Problem 3 
Disambiguating a tweet’s location by finding and integrating location indicative words 
(LIWs). 
There are many location indicative words, e.g., WSLS10, which is a local news station 
based in Roanoke, VA. Since it covers Roanoke, Lynchburg, and the New River Valley 
area, many tweets from WSLS10 have location information specific to those areas. 
Location indicative words may help to disambiguate the location of the tweet when 
integrated as features. 

1 Geo-coding is the process of converting addresses into geographic coordinates (latitude, longitude). 



1.5 Hypotheses 
Principal Hypothesis: The proposed approach, which uses 1) implicit location information 
predicted by machine learning based on a tweet’s geographical named entity, and 2) latent 
location indicative words extracted from tweet’s text, can geo-locate tweets and 
disambiguate a tweet’s location significantly better than with a state-of-art named entity 
recognition approach. It is also hypothesized that 3) describing how event location 
information is expressed in tweets will be useful for geo-locating tweets more, and 
reducing ambiguity of locations. 

1.5.1 Hypothesis 1 
Ambiguity rate of an event’s location can be significantly decreased when we predict 
implicit location information (e.g., state information) and integrate it with extracted 
geographical named entities. 

1.5.2 Hypothesis 2 
Location information of events expressed in tweets differ by collection and features (e.g., 
geo-coordinates, geonames, and LIWs), and rates of geo-located tweets can be 
significantly increased when we also use latent location indicative words. 

1.5.3 Hypothesis 3 
Ambiguity rate of an event’s location can be reduced more when location indicative words 
(e.g., organization names, person names, hashtags, and or mentions) are found and 
integrated with geonames to predict location. 

1.6 Research Questions 

The overall research question is: How and to what extent can we geo-locate tweets 
unambiguously with geonames and location indicative words? 

RQ 1: What is an effective approach to predict an implicit location based on geographical 
named entities in tweet text? How can we integrate the implicit entities to reduce the 
ambiguity rate? 

6 
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RQ 2: How is location information of events expressed in tweets? How can latent location 
indicative information help to geo-locate tweets? 

RQ 3: What is an effective approach to identify location indicative words in a tweet’s text? 
How can we integrate those LIWs to reduce the ambiguity rate? 

1.7 Architecture 

1.7.1 System Architecture 
The overall system architecture of the IDEAL project, given in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 
2 with the parts of the project involved in this dissertation research highlighted. 

Figure 2. An overview of system architecture with highlighted research related 
components 

We built a 20 node Hadoop [28] cluster (20 x i5 quad core CPUs, 704GB RAM, 160TB 
HDDs), which is good for archiving and analyzing big data. 

The left part of Figure 2 summarizes data sources, the center shows the Hadoop-based 
processing framework, and the right shows (user) services. This system supports searching, 
browsing, summarizing, analyzing, and visualizing services through the HUE [36] 
interface. 

To collect tweets, we use YourTwapperKeeper. Collected tweets in a database are moved 
and transformed to HDFS [28] and HBase [29] as the main storage in the DLRL Hadoop 
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cluster. Key data in HDFS uses the AVRO [30] file format. Sqoop [32] is used for moving 
data from the YourTwapperKeeper DB to HDFS, and a Pig [33] script is used for loading 
data into HBase from HDFS. 

Named entity recognition (NER) and various natural language processing techniques (e.g., 
NLTK [35]) are applied to extract geonames and named entities. A gazetteer also is used 
to extract geonames. Raw data and all extracted information from raw data are saved in an 
HBase table. Geo-coding and reverse geo-coding services also are used to get tweets’ geo-
location information. 

Various Machine Learning (ML) tools are applied to predict implicit location information. 
Spark [34] and Weka [38] are used, for example, to train classifiers to predict state name. 

We provide tweet analyzing and visualizing services through the HUE dashboard interface, 
after indexing all raw data, extracted information, and predicted location information, using 
Solr [31]. 

1.7.2 Data Architecture 
The conceptual and logical data architecture, and connections among the elements, are 
shown in Figure 3.  

We have been collecting from two different types of sources (i.e., tweet and webpage). 
They include three different types of publishing venue: news, organization (or government), 
and individual person. From our collections, from different sources, we extract/construct 
various types of entities, e.g., metadata, taxonomy, ontology, topic, and named entity. 

To automate this extraction/construction and to provide analysis services, we use modeling 
approaches such as Naïve Bayes, and a range of machine learning techniques. In order to 
disseminate our processed and analyzed information, we employ services such as faceted 
search using Blacklight [43], tweet analysis using the HUE dashboard, map visualization 
with PhaseVis [20], and ThemeRiverTM [23]. 

8 
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Figure 3. An overview of conceptual and logical data architecture and relationships 
among elements. 

The parts of the project involved in this dissertation research are highlighted in Figure 3. 
Tweets posted by news agencies, organizations, or individuals are collected, then 
geonames and location indicative words are extracted from the tweet texts. Geonames 
(location named entities) are extracted using both a gazetteer and named entity recognizer 
(NER). To predict implicit location such as state name, machine learning algorithms are 
used such as Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and SVM. We geo-locate tweets 
unambiguously using both geonames and predicted implicit location information through 
geo-coding. Geo-locating tweets is an important part of geo-based tweet analysis services 
using the HUE dashboard. 
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1.8 Overview 
This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, related works are reviewed, 
including in terms of a case study, along with discussion of key topics like social sensors 
to detect event location, geo-locating, geo-parsing, and location disambiguation. Our novel 
and elaborated methodologies to tackle the challenging problems are described in Chapter 
3. Evaluation to examine their performance and effectiveness is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Contributions, conclusion, and future work are described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
Detailed experiment design, experiment results and implementation including 
supplimental tables, supplemental maps, geo-coding with a DB, speed up geo-coding with 
24 VMs, experiments using Weks (Topic1), and experiments using Spark (Topic3) are 
described in Appendices.
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2 Related Work 
Recently, extensive studies have been carried out on the use of popular types of social 
media – micro-blogs, social networks, wikis, and blogs – especially for emergency 
response and management. One of the challenging problems is finding an event’s location 
by geo-locating social media data. There are various approaches to extracting location 
information from that data and subsequently inferring specific locations. 

Geo-locating consists of two steps: 1) Geo-parsing and 2) Geo-coding. Geo parsing means 
finding geonames in a text, for example, ‘Blacksburg’ from ‘I saw a water main break in 
Blacksburg’. With dictionary or trained information, we can decide whether this word is a 
geoname or not. After finding all geonames in a text, we can translate all geonames into 
longitude and latitude, for example, ‘Blacksburg, VA’ to (37.2295733, -80.4139393). We 
call this geo-coding. 

2.1 Case Study: Event Location Detection of 
Governments or Organizations 

Some people report emergencies or disasters through social media, and as a result many 
governments and organizations are supporting use of such media, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Case studies of event detection in governments or organizations 
Organization or 

government 
Services 

“311 system” by 
Grand Rapids, MI 

and City of 
Baltimore, MD 

The City of Grand Rapid, MI (Twitter ID: GrandRapids311) runs 
a service request online including potholes, graffiti, and street 
lights out via Twitter (http://311.grcity.us). The City of Baltimore 
(Twitter ID: baltimore311) also uses Twitter to collect requests 
like pothole, tree trimming, and bulk trash pickup 
(http://www.baltimorecity.gov/311-services). 

City of Boston’s 
“CitizenConnect” 

The City of Boston (Twitter ID: citizensconnect) developed and 
used an iPhone mobile app and Twitter that is engaging residents 
in the process of maintaining their own city neighborhoods by 
reporting public issues such as potholes 
(http://newurbanmechanics.org/project/citizens-connect/). 

Iowa 911 Call 
center 

In 2009, there was news that the Iowa 911 call center started to 
accept texts and planned to receive messages from Twitter and 
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Facebook in the near future. This was an important trial to test 
different channels in reporting an emergency. 

Water 
Department on the 

Twitter 

In the town of Meredith, NH, the Water Department posted alarm 
messages of a water main break on Twitter. These posts helped 
residents of the town respond effectively to the emergency in their 
community. This could be a good platform to distribute alarm 
messages to those who need it. This also could be a good source 
because its messages are reliable and accurate. 

SUX911 

Sioux City of Iowa posts breaking news, crime, fire, and 
emergency tweets on Twitter. Interestingly they also collect 
tweets from people who use the #sux911 hashtag to report 
emergencies or accidents using other homepages. They now have 
a two-way communication system that can be an important factor 
for an emergency alarm system. 

NEMA, Korea 

A government agency, the National Emergency Management 
Agency (NEMA) of South Korea, built a two-way communication 
system using Twitter to collect and post information about 
emergencies. Whenever someone follows NEMA, NEMA also 
follows that person back. If someone sends an emergency 
message to NEMA they will then forward that information on to 
others. 

WSSC 
(Washington 

Suburban 
Sanitary 

Commission) 

WSSC made a free mobile app that provides many features using 
a smartphone: Pay bills, Report problems, See alerts, etc. This 
provides the most advanced features for the users to communicate 
with the WSSC. People can report water main breaks and also be 
notified by the WSSC during emergency situations. Only 
subscribed users who live in affected areas can use these services. 

Most efforts mentioned above require human intervention. Although collection and 
dissemination is done by computer system or application, identifying the location of the 
events still requires manual work. 
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2.2 Social Sensors to Detect Event Location 
Event location detection is a crucial part of emergency response. While a usual method for 
emergency event detection involves a 911 call, emergency event detection with social 
sensors through social media could be one of the key supplemental methods. For example, 
Christian Reuter et al. reported studies of the requirements and use of social software in 
emergencies/crises [9].  

Some researchers used tweets as a human or social sensor for event detection, for example 
finding an earthquake’s location [10], estimating a typhoon’s trajectory [10], detecting a 
water main break [7], and identifying locations of incidents such as cyclones, fires, and 
earthquakes [19].  

Twitter also can be used to classify text messages and to deliver relevant information to 
the appropriate personnel during the recovery from an earthquake [17]. 

Many researchers have focused on not only the use of various types of social media - micro-
blogs, social networks, wikis, and blogs - for emergency reporting and response, but also 
geo-locating the events unambiguously using location information. 

2.3 Geo-locating with Geo-coordinates (Latitude and 
Longitude) 

Takeshi Sakaki et al. [10] proposed a probabilistic spatiotemporal model to detect target 
events and each event’s center. They used tweets as human sensors. When an earthquake 
occurs, a large number of tweets about it are posted, so they can easily detect the occurrence 
and the geographic center of the event. The system provides an email service to registered 
users when the system detects an earthquake; it is faster than the announcement by the 
government. However, they used tweets that have geo-coordinates (GPS enabled by user) 
and a user’s registered location in the profile. Hence, this method has limited applicability; 
according to our experiments with 5 datasets, only around 2% of tweets have geo-
coordinates (see Section 4.2.1). 



2.4 Geo-parsing: Extracting Location from Contents 

2.4.1 Gazetteer 
A gazetteer contains a hierarchical view of states, counties, cities, and landmarks, e.g., from 
the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. To build an effective dictionary 
for extracting geospatial named entities, we needed a comprehensive list of geonames in 
the U.S.A. Two good sources of geonames are the Census 2000 U.S. Gazetteer [11] from 
the U.S. Census Bureau, and the Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) [12] from 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Extracting location information using the USGS 
Gazetteer has been described in [1, 5, 15, 22]. 

2.4.2 Named Entity Recognition 
Finding a location in a tweet message can be treated as Named Entity Recognition or 
Tagging. To detect location information from tweets automatically, we need natural 
language processing (NLP) for short text. A named entity recognizer is an NLP routine that 
can detect location information (as well as other types of names) in text. The Stanford 
Named Entity Recognizer (SNER) [82], which is based on the conditional random field 
(CRF) algorithm, is used widely to detect location information in a text. For more 
information, see 3.1.3.1. 

Corvey et al. [14] researched identifying syntactic span and entity class (Person, Location, 
Organization, and Facility) in a Twitter dataset. Some researchers extract information such 
as person, organization, date, location, etc. from Web documents or pages [1, 2, 6]. 
Cucerzan [4] worked on large-scale named entity disambiguation based on Wikipedia 
data. 

2.4.3 Language Models 
A language model based approach to geo-locating Twitter users was proposed by Cheng 
et al. [3]. They used a generative probabilistic language model to identify the city-level 
location based on the content of the user’s tweets, even in the absence of any other 
geospatial cues, placing 51% of Twitter users within 100 miles of their actual location. 
They used Laplace, data-driven geographic, and model-based smoothing to overcome 
tweet sparsity. While they tried to find a user’s location, we tried to find an event’s 
location based on tweet contents. 

14 
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2.4.4 Location Indicative Words 
Many researchers extract geospatial named entities, while Han et al. [16] focused on 
finding LIWs to geo-locate tweets. Rather than attempt to find named entities or 
engineering new features, they use only an effective location indicative word that is more 
indicative than other words commonly found. We used both geonames and predefined 
LIWs, such as organization name, person name, hashtag, and mention, to geo-locate tweets. 

2.5 Location Disambiguation 
Named entity disambiguation is characterized as either focusing on geo/non-geo or geo/geo 
ambiguity [1]. Geo/non-geo ambiguity is addressed when identifying mentions to places, 
while geo/geo ambiguity is addressed when disambiguating recognized place references. 

Martins et al. [8] disambiguate location by estimating the distance between the true 
geospatial location and candidate geospatial locations.  



3 Methodology 
This chapter describes: 1) a machine learning approach for extracting named entities and 
disambiguating the location of tweets based on named entities; 2) a study on how event 
location information is expressed in Tweets; and 3) a machine learning approach for 
finding LIWs and geo-locating tweets with geonames and LIWs. 

3.1 Common Tasks 

3.1.1 Collecting Tweets 
To collect data from Twitter.com, we used yourTwapperKeeper [25], which is an open 
source tool for collecting tweets. The tool collects tweets using a Search (REST) API and 
a Stream API, which are provided by Twitter.com. The Search API is used in the archiving 
process where the tweets that match certain keywords are retrieved and stored in the 
database. The Streaming API is used to subscribe to a continuing stream of new tweets 
containing specific keywords, however significant limits on the number of tweets apply 
[26]. 

3.1.2 Overall Data Flow 
An overview of our data flow is shown in Figure 4. 

The system extracts the geospatial named entities from collected tweets using a named 
entity recognizer. With extracted geospatial named entities (geonames), we guess implicit 
location information using machine learning techniques. With those extracted geonames 
and implicit location information we can geo-locate the tweet’s event. In this case we see 
that implicit location information helps to reduce the ambiguity rate of a tweet’s event 
location.  

There is still much room for improvement, because only 23% of tweets on average (in our 
datasets) have geonames that can be extracted by the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer 
(SNER). In order to understand how location information of events is expressed in tweets, 
we studied various types of location information, such as two types of geonames using a 
gazetteer and the Stanford NER, 4 types of location indicative words (e.g., organization 
named entity, person named entity, hashtag, and mention), and geo-coordinates. We also 
studied how location indicative words can help to geo-locate tweets. 
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Figure 4. An overview data flow diagram 

These studies inspired us to use both direct and indirect information to predict implicit 
information. To geo-locate tweets unambiguously, we predict implicit location information 
(state name) with both direct location information (geonames) and indirect location 
information (location indicative words). Those also can help to reduce the location 
ambiguity. 

In our research, an event’s location means a tweet’s location that is mentioned in the text. 
Most events are local and relate to a very specific location, so the number of event locations 
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3.1.3 Extracting Geonames 

3.1.3.1 Using Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (SNER) 
We used a popular NER: Stanford NER version 3.4.0 with its default 3-class (location, 
person, and organization) model that is known as a good recognizer for English, 
particularly for these 3-classes [13]. The Stanford NER performs very well on news articles 
and documents. A comparison of named entity recognition tools, such as Stanford NER, 
Illinois NET, OpenCalais NER WS and Alias-i LingPipe, shows that Stanford NER 
produce the best results, then LingPipe, Illionois and OpenCalais [42]. Based on those 
studies, we use Stanford NER consistently in this research. Although it is not perfect, it is 
efficient and generally gives good results. 

For details of using Stanford NER for extracting features and codes, see Appendix C. 

3.1.3.2  Using Gazetteer 
To build an effective dictionary for extracting the geospatial named entities we needed a 
comprehensive list of geonames in the U.S.A. We used the Census 2000 U.S. Gazetteer 
[11] from the U.S. Census Bureau. The Gazetteer contains a hierarchical view of states, 
counties, cities, and landmarks from the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands.

In our research with the Gazetteer, we only used United States data. Since geonames in the 
Gazetteer include types such as city, township, borough, village, and census area, we 
removed all geoname types from the geonames, e.g., we removed geoname type ‘Town of’ 
from ‘Town of Blacksburg’, because people usually omit those types in a tweet text. For 
details of using the Gazetteer for extracting features and codes, see Appendix C. 
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3.2 Part 1 - Location Disambiguation with Implicit 
Location Information 

The goal of this part is disambiguating the locations of tweets by predicting implicit 
location information (state). Many location names (geonames) are ambiguous, for example, 
we have 50 Greenville instances in the U.S. Although there are various approaches to 
disambiguate location, adding the correct state name in the U.S. is one of the simplest and 
most effective approaches. 

We begin with geospatial named entity extraction for finding geonames in tweet text, and 
then present our approaches for decreasing the state-level ambiguity of tweet locations. 
Finally, we explain about geo-coding to find geo-locations of tweets. 

3.2.1 Data Flow 
Figure 5 shows a data flow diagram for named entity extraction, implicit location (state) 
prediction, and geo-locating using a geo-coding API. Geonames are extracted from tweet 
text using an NER, e.g., ‘Greenville’. Using the extracted geonames, a ML routine predicts 
implicit location (state name), e.g., ‘VA’. Enriched information (geoname and state name), 
e.g., ‘Greenville VA’ is sent to the geo-coding API to get the location of the tweet. In the 
following subsections, each process is described in detail.
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Figure 5. Detailed data flow diagram for Part 1 

3.2.2 Extracting Geonames 
Before we extract geonames from text, we need minimal preprocessing such as retweet 
removal. We don’t need text or natural language processing steps such as stop word 
removal, stemming, or feature selection, because NER handles that. For details, see Section
4.1.1.1.

To geo-locate a tweet, we extract geonames from a tweet’s text. NER aims to find related 
names of persons, organizations, locations, etc., so we used a popular NER; see details in
Section 3.1.3.1. We use geonames as a feature for the ML approach. 

For details of required libraries and codes for extracting geonames, see Appendix C. 
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3.2.3 Predict Implicit Location of a Tweet 
In order to disambiguate or improve finding a geo-location, we added implicit location 
information to extracted geonames. For example, suppose we extracted geoname ‘Main 
Street Blacksburg’; we added implicit location information, ‘VA’, as predicted by our ML 
algorithm. The enriched geoname becomes ‘Main Street Blacksburg VA’. 

To predict the implicit location of a tweet using ML, we built training and testing datasets 
for 3 different ML algorithms. We used Weka [38] to build and apply our classifier. 

Building a good training dataset is essential when applying an ML algorithm. We tried to 
find an automated way to build a training dataset, and we realized that we could get an 
unambiguous geo-location if we have complete location information. In other words, if we 
get an unambiguous geo-location from a geo-coding API, it means those geonames provide 
complete location information to find a geo-location. Thus, after sending geonames 
extracted from a tweet’s text to a geo-coding API, we receive a list of possible locations in 
return. Some have only one geo-location, and so are unambiguous.  

Regarding building a training dataset, we have a binary class classification problem, 
because most utilities or DOT (Department of Transportation) organizations of states or 
cities are specifically interested in their state or local small disasters rather than those in 
other states or cities. The training set for each state is created using extracted geonames as 
a feature and geo-coded location (state name) as a target class (target state vs. other). For 
example, to build an Illinois training dataset, we labeled Illinois tweets as in the ‘IL’ class 
and other states’ tweets as in the ‘Other’ class. 

3.2.4 Geo-coding: Finding Geo-Location 
With geonames extracted from tweet text and implicit state information predicted by a 
classifier based on those geonames, we can find a tweet location by sending to the geo-
coding API, which can return both formatted addresses and geographic coordinates.  

We tested several geo-coding APIs such as the Google Geo-coding API, ESRI ArcGIS, 
OpenStreetMap Nominatim [24], etc. with geonames extracted from tweet collections, and 
selected the Google Geo-coding API, especially because of the comprehensiveness of 
geonames in the returned formatted addresses. All geo-coding APIs fail to give a good 
return for some queries, but the Google geo-coding API fails much less often than the 
others. However, that API has a usage limitation: 2,500 queries/day per IP address. 
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3.3�Part 2 - How Event Location Information is 
Expressed in Tweets 

3.3.1 Geo-parsing: Extracting Geonames and Location 
Indicative Words 

Usually geo-parsing means extracting geonames from text. However, we believe that LIWs
such as named entities, hashtags, and mentions can be viewed as indirect geonames.  

In order to automatically extract geonames from tweets, we used a named entity recognizer
(NER) and a dictionary-based approach (gazetteer) to detect geospatial named entities 
(geonames). We also used NER and regular expression matching for extracting LIWs such 
as organization name, person name, hashtag, and mention. Figure 6 shows a data flow 
diagram for geoparsing using three different methods and 6 different outputs (i.e., two 
types of geonames and 4 types of LIWs). In the following subsections, each process is
described in detail.  

Figure 6. Data flow diagram for Part 2 
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3.3.1.1 Extracting Geonames 
To extract geonames, we used the Stanford NER [13]; see details in Section 3.1.3.1. We 
can extract locations from only 12 - 36% of total tweets in our 5 datasets when we use 
Stanford NER, in contrast to 35 - 70% of total tweets using a gazetteer. See details in Figure 
16. 

Thus, in order to make up for limitations of the Stanford NER, we also used a dictionary-
based approach (gazetteer); see details in Section 3.1.3.2. With this geonames dictionary, 
we extract geospatial named entities by matching their names with an entry in the gazetteer. 

One of the drawbacks of a gazetteer matching approach is that this approach cannot handle 
geo/non-geo disambiguation (e.g., “love,” since there is a Love, IL). 

3.3.1.2 Extracting Location Indicative Words 
A location indicative word (or phrase) is not a location name or a geoname. Rather, a LIW 
has latent location information, for example, the organization name “Virginia Tech” is 
related to the specific location of its main campus: “Blacksburg, VA, United States”.  

To extract LIWs from tweet contents, we used the Stanford NER to extract organization 
and person names, and used regular expression matching to extract hashtags (starting with 
‘#’) and mentions (starting with ‘@’), e.g., ‘#MPLSweather’ and ‘@JoeCampbellMN’. If 
more than one LIW is found, a semicolon is added to separate LIWs, e.g., 'Brunswick; 
Victoria'. 

Table 2 shows various types of features (geonames and LIWs), three different methods of 
extraction, and examples of extracted geonames and four types of LIWs.  
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Table 2. Extraction method and examples of two geonames and four LIWs 

Feature Type 
Extraction 

Method 
Extracted 

from 
Examples 

Geo-coordinates 
Location 

(geo-
coordinates) 

Embedded 
geo-

coordinates 

Twitter 
Location 
Service 

(40.418247, -
86.893997), 

(44.94910722, -
93.08783739) 

Location_SNER 

Location 
(geoname) 

Stanford 
Named Entity 

Recognizer 

Tweet 
contents 

(text) 

'KANSAS CITY; 
Kan. ', 

'Suffolk County' 

Location_GZTR 

gazetteer 
matching with 
Census 2000 

U.S. Gazetteer 

'Brunswick; Victoria' 
'Laurel; Beltsville' 

Person_SNER Person name 

Stanford 
Named Entity 

Recognizer 

'BURTON', 
'Paul' 

Organization_SNER 
Organization 

name 

'Winnipeg Police 
Service', 

'Daly Elementary ; 
Westwood Cyber 

High' 

Hashtag Topic 
Regular 

expression 

'MPLSweather' 
'Winnipeg' 

Mention 
Twitter 

username 
'JoeCampbellMN' 
'cityofsaintpaul' 
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A detailed data flow diagram for extracting features (geonames and LIWs) is shown in 
Figure 7.  

Figure 7. Detailed data flow diagram for extracting features (geonames and LIWs) 

Our feature extraction program receives text as an input from tweet table (e.g., z_312, water 
main break collection), then extract geonames and LIWs using the Stanford NER server, 
gazetter matching, and regular expressions. Once geonames and LIWs are extracted, the 
extracted features are stored in feature table (z_312_ne2) , as shown in Figure 7 

For details of extracting features including required libraries and Python code, see 
Appendix C.
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3.3.2 Geo-coding and Reverse Geo-coding 
Geo-coding is a process for transforming location information such as geonames into geo-
coordinates, while reverse geo-coding is a process of converting geo-coordinates into 
location information such as address (street name, city, state, and country). If a tweet has a 
geo-coordinate, which means a user turned on the Twitter location service, so the exact 
location of the user is recorded as a geo-coordinate by the user’s GPS, then a reverse geo-
coding API is called to get an address. On the other hand, the program calls a geo-parsing 
process for extracting geonames and LIWs if tweets have no geo-coordinates. Then 
extracted geonames and LIWs are sent to a geo-coding API to get an address. However, 
we may get multiple addresses as a result, which means the location information that was 
sent is ambiguous. Figure 8 shows a data flow diagram for the geo-coding and reverse geo-
coding processes.  

Figure 8. Data flow through geo-coding/reverse geo-coding process 

All extracted features are stored in a database (DB) and are sent to Google geo-coding API 
to geo-code or reverse geo-code them. After we receive the API’s results, they are parsed 
and then saved in the DB. A data flow including a database and the geo-coding API is 
shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Data flow between a database and the geo-coding API 
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Figure 10. System architecture for geo-coding with a database using 24 virtual 
machines 

Because we used the Google geo-coding API as described in Section 3.2.4, which has a 
usage limit of 2,500 queries per day per IP address, and because we have a large amount 
of tweet data to analyze, we created a cluster of virtual machines (VMs) to speed up geo-
coding. Thus we had 24 different addresses. Each virtual machine runs once a day, e.g., 
vm1 starts at 1 am and vm2 starts at 2 am, to send 2,500 queries to the Google Geo-coding 
API, so we can process 60,000 (24 VMs * 2,500) queries per day. Figure 10 shows the 
system architecture for geo-coding with a database using 24 virtual machines. For details 
of scripts to automate geo-coding with 24 VMs, see Appendix E. 
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Figure 11. 24 virtual machines for geo-coding and their provisioned resources 

Each virtual machine has 1 CPU core, 1 GB of memory, and 20 GB of disk space on a Dell 
PowerEdge T410 server with Xeon CPU, 32GB RAM, 3x1TB HDD. Figure 11 shows 24 
virtual machines for geo-coding and their provisioned resources. 

We also implemented caching to avoid re-sending the same query. We created a cache 
table for storing previously sent queries, coupled with the returned result. Our program 
looks into the cache table first before sending a query, and reuses cached results. The query 
is sent to the Google geo-coding API only if there is no match in the cache. 

Figure 12 shows an example ER diagram for caching geo-coded data. Our DB stores not 
only extracted features such as geonames and LIWs in the ne2 table, but also geo-coding 
results, e.g., country name, state name, and city name in the z_geo_google cache table. 
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Figure 12. Example of ER diagram for caching geo-coded data 

...

...
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3.4�Part 3 – Geo-locating Tweets with Location 
Indicative Words 

3.4.1 Data Flow 
Figure 13 shows the data flow about feature (geoname, LIW) extraction, implicit location 
(state) prediction, and geo-locating using the Geo-coding API. Geonames are extracted 
from tweet text using an NER, e.g., finding ‘Blacksburg’. Using the extracted geonames, a 
ML routine predicts implicit location (state name), e.g., ‘VA’. Enriched information 
(geonames and state name), e.g., ‘Blacksburg VA’, is sent to the geo-coding API to get the 
location of the tweet. In the following subsections, each process is described in detail.  

Figure 13. Detailed data flow diagram for Part 3
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3.4.2 Geo-parsing: Extracting Geonames and Location 
Indicative Words 

To geo-locate tweets, we extract various types of location information, such as two types 
of geonames using the gazetteer and the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer, and 4 types 
of location indicative words (e.g., organization named entity, person named entity, hashtag, 
and mention). For details, see Section 3.3.1. 

3.4.3 Predict Implicit Location of a Tweet 
According to the result of the experiment in Part 2, we can find up to 55% of tweets that 
have LIWs while we can find up to 38% of tweets that have geonames using the Stanford 
NER. For details, see Section 4.2.2.3. We also found that LIWs help to geo-locate tweets 
unambiguously. For details, see Section 4.2.7. 

In order to geo-locate tweets unambiguously, we predict implicit location information 
(state name) with both geonames and location indicative words as features using machine 
learning techniques.  

The general procedure of creating training data and training classifiers is the same as that 
explained in Section 3.2.3. The difference is using both geonames and location indicative 
words as features.  

3.4.4 Geo-coding 
To find the geo-location of a tweet, we need geo-coding. Extracted geonames and LIWs 
are sent to a geo-coding API to get a geo-location. Details of the geo-coding process are 
explained in Section 3.3.2. 

For details of extracting features, see Appendix C. 
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4 Experimentation, Evaluation, and Discussion 

4.1 Part 1 - Location Disambiguation with Implicit 
Location Information 

4.1.1 Dataset 
We are collecting many disaster-related tweets such as about shootings, tornadoes, car 
accidents, car crashes, gunmen, potholes, and water main breaks. We use 
YourTwapperKeeper as a tweet collection tool. For details, see Section 3.1.1. 

We found that a very small number of tweets (0.89% ~ 4.61%) have geo-coordinates 
(latitude and longitude). Table 3 shows collections of tweets about disasters or 
emergencies, and the number and percentage of tweets that have latitude and longitude. 
These tweets were collected from Feb. 2013 to Feb. 2014. 

Table 3. Collections of disaster tweet number and percentage of tweets that have 
geo-coordinates 

Size Keyword # of tweets 
# of tweets with geo-coordinates 

(lat. and long.) (%) 
Large shooting 20,108,277 285,493 (1.58%) 

tornado 7,427,414 113,373 (1.64%) 
Medium car accident 2,088,415 31,048 (1.74%) 

car crash 1,865,770 22,126 (1.37%) 
gunman 1,100,917 8,745 (0.89%) 

Small pothole 183,993 8,499 (4.61%) 
water main break 117,754 1,263 (1.70%) 

For our first experiment, we selected the most appropriate dataset (keyword: pothole). The 
pothole collection has less noise, because the keyword ‘pothole’ has fewer different 
meanings, while some keywords have multiple meanings, for example, shooting contexts 
include ‘gun shooting’, ‘shooting star’, and ‘shooting a basketball’. 
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4.1.1.1  Preprocessing and NER 
The pothole dataset has 324,849 tweets from 2013-04-02 to 2014-06-25. We removed the 
re-tweets, which reduces the number of duplicated tweets we process. Thus, we removed 
113,430 (35%) tweets starting with ‘RT’; there were 211,419 (65%) tweets remaining. 

To extract geospatial named entities from tweet text, we used the Stanford NER and finally 
had 37,129 tweets that have geographical named entities (geonames) out of 211,419 non-
RT tweets. After sending geonames to the Google Geo-coding API, we found 12,918 
(34.8%) tweets that have an unambiguous geo-location (returned one geo-location only) 
and 24,211 (65.2%) tweets that have ambiguous geo-locations (returned more than one 
geo-location) or a foreign geo-location such as United Kingdom, Canada, or South Africa. 
Numbers of tweets during preprocessing are shown in Table 4 

Table 4. Numbers of tweets during preprocessing 

Total # 
of tweets 

# of non-
RT tweets 

# of tweets 
that have 
geonames 

# of tweets that have 
an unambiguous 
geo-location (%) 

# of tweets that 
have an ambiguous 

geo-location (%) 
324,849 211,419 37,129 12,918 (34.8%) 24,211 (65.2%) 

With the tweets (12,918) that have an unambiguous geo-location, we built training datasets 
for 50 states (plus Washington, D.C.) in the U.S.A. The states with more than 1,000 tweets 
are Illinois (IL), Michigan (MI), New York (NY), and Pennsylvania (PA); numbers are 
shown in Table 5. An average state has 253 tweets. The median is 93, and the minimum is 
7 (for New Mexico). The most frequent geospatial named entities are Chicago (2,382 
tweets), Michigan (2,296), New Jersey (2,074), UK (1,577), and America (790). 

Table 5. Training datasets for states and statistics 
States with more than 1,000 tweets # of tweets 

Total (with unambiguous geo-location) 12,918 
Illinois (IL) 1,765 

Michigan (MI) 1,644 
New York (NY) 1,194 

Pennsylvania (PA) 1,138 
Other states 7,177 

We built test datasets with the tweets (24,211) that have ambiguous location, because they 
are not used for building the training dataset. We selected the 3 most frequent states -- 
Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania -- while ignoring Michigan since most of the tweets 
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come from pothole reporting systems operated by specific cities (e.g., Michigan: Grand 
Rapids). 

After selecting 804 of the tweets that have ambiguous locations, where their geo-location 
could be Illinois, New York, or Pennsylvania, we geotagged the correct state label 
manually for each tweet that has an ambiguous location, as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Number of tweets while manual geotagging for testing datasets 
# of tweets (%) 

Number of tweets with ambiguous geo-location 24,211 
Number of tweets that have ambiguous locations where their geo-
location could be Illinois, New York, or Pennsylvania 

804 

Number of tweets with unambiguous location at state level after 
manual geotagging 

499 (62%) 

Number of tweets with ambiguous location at state level after manual 
geotagging 

305 (38%) 

62% (499) of the 804 tweets that have ambiguous location are geotagged manually in 31 
states as a result. The top 5 frequent states are Michigan (MI, 117), Pennsylvania (PA, 114), 
Illinois (IL, 57), Massachusetts (MA, 48), and New York (NY, 23). 38% (305) tweets are 
ambiguous (or have foreign geo-locations), as shown in Table 6. 

Table 7. Top 5 frequent states and number of tweets 
States # of tweets Used for experiments? 
Total 499 N/A 
MI 117 No 
PA 114 Yes 
IL 57 Yes 

MA 48 No 
NY 23 Yes 

Other states 140 N/A 

In this experiment, we used PA (114), IL (57), and NY (23) for testing. We ignored MI 
(117), MA (48), and MD (9) since most of their tweets come from pothole reporting 
systems operated by specific cities (Michigan: Grand Rapids, Massachusetts: Boston, and 
Maryland: Baltimore). 



For SQL code for creating training/testing datasets and bash scripts for experiments using 
WEKA, see Appendix F. 

4.1.2 Metrics 
We used precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-measure to evaluate the quality of a tweet’s 
location, and ambiguity rate to measure the performance of our approach regarding 
disambiguation. 

4.1.2.1  Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1-measure 
These are defined as: 

Precision = tp
tp+ fp

Recall = tp
tp+ fn

Accuracy = tp+ tn
tp+ tn+ fp+ fn

F1-measure = 2 ⋅ precision ⋅ recall
precision+ recall

where tp is true positive, fp is false positive, fn is false negative, and tn is true negative. 

Precision measures how many of the locations that an algorithm finds are correct while 
recall measures how many of the correct locations are found. The F1-measure aims for 
balance between precision and recall. 

4.1.2.2  Ambiguity Rate 
For the disambiguation task, we used ambiguity rate to measure the performance of our 
algorithm. We defined ambiguity rate as a percentage of tweets that have ambiguous 
location information. We use the Google geo-coding API to find an exact location for the 
geonames mentioned in the tweet plus the state predicted. The output of the Google geo-
coding API is considered ambiguous if it produces multiple locations. The ambiguity rate 
is used to measure the effect of adding the state information produced by our classifier, on 
the ambiguity of the location information in the tweet. 
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4.1.3 Experiments and Results 

4.1.3.1 Training and Testing ML Algorithm 
Using extracted geoname as a feature and geo-location (state name) as a target class, we 
trained a state classifier. As explained above, we selected 3 states, Pennsylvania (PA), 
Illinois (IL), and New York (NY), for experimentation.  

We used 3 ML classifiers: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), and 
Random Forest (RF) using Weka version 3.6.11. SVM is known to work well in most cases, 
while NB also works well for text classification and requires less training time due to the 
algorithm’s simplicity. RF is based on decision trees and requires more time for its 
ensemble approach. 

To validate training, we used the 10-fold cross validation method. We measured precision, 
recall, and F1 to evaluate performance of the classifiers. 

Table 8. 10-fold cross validation results 
 for 3 states on training datasets using 3 ML classifiers 

ML Measure PA IL NY 
Dataset # of tweets 1,138 1,765 1,194 

SVM 
Precision 0.998 0.999 0.997 

Recall 0.998 0.999 0.994 
F1 0.998 0.999 0.995 

NB 
Precision 0.994 1.000 0.995 

Recall 0.568 0.816 0.493 
F1 0.723 0.899 0.660 

RF 
Precision 0.999 0.999 0.997 

Recall 0.985 0.994 0.985 
F1 0.992 0.997 0.991 

Table 8 gives results with 10-fold cross validation for 3 state classifiers on the training 
dataset. SVM and RF show good performance on all measures for all states. On the other 
hand, NB shows performance that is good on precision, poor on recall, and moderate on 
F1. The poor result of the NB classifier effects the result on the test dataset; see Table 9. 

We also predicted implicit state information from geonames using SVM, NB, and RF. 
Table 9 reports the precision, recall, and F1 on the test (unseen) dataset using 3 ML 
classifiers for 3 states. The best scores are shown in bold. 
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For the PA and IL datasets, all machine learning algorithms show good performance on 
precision, recall, and F1, except that NB yields low recall. 

For the NY dataset, all classifiers show poor performance on recall, because of the small 
number of tweets (23 in total). 23 may not suffice to allow an accurate evaluation 
performance of the classifiers. On the other hand, 1,194 tweets for training and 10-fold 
cross validation should suffice for an accurate comparison, at least to confirm that NB is 
probably not a good approach.  

Table 9. Results for 3 states on test datasets using 3 ML classifiers 

ML Measure PA IL NY 

Dataset # of tweets 114 57 23 

SVM 
Precision 0.978 0.667 0.545 

Recall 0.798 0.737 0.261 
F1 0.879 0.700 0.353 

NB 
Precision 1.000 0.933 1.000 

Recall 0.456 0.246 0.087 
F1 0.627 0.389 0.160 

RF 
Precision 0.989 0.764 0.750 

Recall 0.798 0.737 0.130 
F1 0.883 0.750 0.222 

As a conclusion, SVM and RF show good performance on all measures for all states. 
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4.1.3.2  Location Disambiguation 
With geospatial named entities extracted from tweet text and implicit state information 
predicted by the classifier based on those geospatial named entities, we can find tweet 
locations by sending those enriched geonames to the Google Geo-coding API. 

Table 10. Examples of geonames, predicted state, enriched geonames, and output of 
the Geo-coding API 

Geonames 
Predicted 

State 
Enriched geonames 

= Input of Geo-coding API 
Output of Geo-coding 

API 
Blacksburg VA Blacksburg, VA Blacksburg, VA, USA 

Test datasets were sent to the geo-coding API. We then received formatted addresses 
including state name from the geo-coding API, as shown in Table 10. According to Table 
9, recall for PA using SVM is 0.798, which means it finds about 80% more unambiguous 
geonames (out of 114 tweets) by adding predicted state information to ambiguous 
geonames that are extracted from a tweet text. 

We may get, however, no result from the geo-coding API. For example, we found three 
errors (no information) in the formatted addresses in the PA dataset (114) returned from 
the API. Furthermore, results may have both correct and incorrect values. For example, 
after we sent an enriched geoname like “Fairfield Ave., IL, USA” to the geo-coding API, 
we received 17 correct addresses belonging to Illinois (IL) and 1 incorrect address 
belonging to an Alabama (AL) address, e.g., “Illinois Avenue, Birmingham, AL 35221, 
USA”, as shown on Table 11. This latter error in the API processing was fixed, by the time 
we accessed it again in July 2016. 

Table 11. Example errors of Google Geo-coding API 
Types of 

Error 
Input of  

Geo-coding API 
Output of Geo-coding API 

No Result Any geonames ZERO_RESULTS 

Wrong 
address 

Fairfield Ave. IL 

Fairfield Ave, Elmhurst, IL 60126, USA 
Fairfield Ave, Melrose Park, IL 60164, USA 

Fairfield Ave, Yorkville, IL 60560, USA 
S Fairfield Ave, Evergreen Park, IL 60805, USA 

Fairfield Ave, Berwyn, IL 60402, USA 
Fairfield Ave, Lombard, IL 60148, USA 

… 
Illinois Avenue, Birmingham, AL 35221, USA 
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4.2 Part 2 - How Event Location Information is 
Expressed in Tweets 

4.2.1 Dataset 
We collected a large number of tweets related to disasters, emergencies, and accidents, 
including earthquake, hurricane, tornado, flood, winter storm, car crash, water main break, 
and shooting. We selected 5 collections that are about road-side emergencies, that may 
include textual location information to aid in geo-location. These datasets were collected 
from 2/1/2013 to 6/30/2014 (17 months). We used YourTwapperKeeper as a tweet 
collecting tool. For details, see Section 3.1.1. 

Table 12. Collections of tweets: number and percentage of tweets that have geo-
coordinates 

Size 
Dataset / 

Keyword 
Number of 

tweets 
# of tweets with 
geo-coordinates 

% of tweets with 
geo-coordinates 

Mid-size 

Water main break 155,657 2,819 1.81 % 

Sinkhole 231,579 3,046 1.32 % 

Pothole 324,849 18,744 5.77 % 

Big-size 
Car crash 2,510,317 38,656 1.54 % 

Car accident 2,817,486 55,943 1.99 % 

Table 12 shows the list of collections of tweets, along with the number and percentage of 
tweets that have latitude and longitude. We selected the ‘water main break’, ‘sinkhole’, 
and ‘pothole’ collections as mid-size collections, and ‘car crash’ and ‘car accident’ as big-
size collections. Most of the collections have at most 2% of tweets that have geo-
coordinates (latitude and longitude). One possible reason is that many Twitter users don’t 
like to be tracked by Twitter, so avoid enabling its location service. The pothole collection, 
however, has more tweets (5.77%, highlighted in bold) that have geo-coordinates, because 
local governments run systems that use Twitter as a reporting and disseminating medium 
for pothole reporting and alerting. See details in Section 4.2.2.2. 
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4.2.2 Features and Data Analysis based on Features 
Although most collections in this analysis have at most 2% of tweets with geo-coordinates 
(latitude and longitude), those have fairly correct location information, for example, a cell 
phone’s GPS location or the estimated location of a personal computer using its IP address. 
These latter geo-coordinates represent a Twitter user’s (person or organization) location. 
A user’s location may be the same as an event’s location if the user was in the location of 
the event. By analyzing the tweets that have geo-coordinates, we can see who tweeted 
about these emergencies or accidental events, and where they were. 

4.2.2.1  Geo-coordinates: Location 
To geo-locate tweets with geo-coordinates, tweets were reverse-geocoded through the 
Google Geo-coding API. For details of reverse geo-coding, see Section 3.3.2. Table 13 
shows the top 10 countries that have tweets with geo-coordinates in our collections. In the 
case of water main breaks, 2,540 out of 2,819 tweets that have geo-coordinates are from 
the USA, 259 tweets are from Canada, and small numbers (1-5) of tweets are from other 
countries. 

We used English keywords to collect tweets, for example ‘water main break’, so locations 
(countries) of tweets are related to the countries where English is the national language or 
the native language of the majority, such as USA, UK, Canada, and Australia, and countries 
where English is an official language, but not the majority language, including South Africa, 
Malaysia, and India2. 

2 World language entry in Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language 
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Table 13. Number of tweets that belong to top 10 countries 

Frequencies of keywords that are used by people also vary across countries. Figure 14 
shows the percentages of tweets that belong to the top 3 countries, and the others. We found 
a very small number of tweets (0.18%) that belong to the UK in the water main break 
collection. A different key phrase, “burst water main3”, is usually used in the UK. In the 
USA, a keyword, “car accident” (81.19%) is used more frequently than “car crash” 

3 UK government use “burst water mains” key phrase in https://www.gov.uk/report-flood-cause, accessed at Nov. 2016 

Water main 
break 

Sinkhole Pothole Car crash Car accident 

Rank 2,819 3,046 18,744 38,656 55,943 

1 
USA 

(2,540) 
USA 

(2,150) 
USA 

(16,550) 
USA 

(23,899) 
USA 

(45,422) 

2 
Canada 

(259) 
UK 

(407) 
UK 

(926) 
UK 

(9,985) 
UK 

(3,021) 

3 
UK 
(5) 

Canada 
(209) 

Canada 
(566) 

Canada 
(977) 

Canada 
(1,451) 

4 
Germany 

(2) 
Australia 

(47) 
South 

Africa (208) 
Ireland 
(596) 

Australia 
(724) 

5 
Ireland 

(2) 
Malaysia 

 (27) 
Ireland 
 (120) 

Australia 
(429) 

South Africa 
(662) 

6 
Mexico 

(2) 
Ireland 

(24) 
Uganda 

(73) 
Malaysia 

(260) 
Malaysia 

(532) 

7 
Russia 

(2) 
Saudi Arabia 

(21) 
India 
(68) 

South Africa 
(222) 

Philippines 
(486) 

8 
Indonesia 

(2) 
Netherlands 

(19) 
Kenya 
(28) 

Nigeria 
(188) 

Nigeria 
(434) 

9 
Costa Rica 

(1) 
Mexico 

(18) 
Jamaica 

(25) 
Indonesia 

(157) 
India 
(254) 

10 
Hong Kong 

(1) 
Philippines 

(13) 
Nigeria 

(17) 
Brazil 
(125) 

Indonesia 
(244) 

Total # 
of 

Countries 
13 67 72 100+ 100+ 
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(61.82%), however, “car crash” (25.83%) is used more frequently than “car accident”
(5.4%) in UK. 

Furthermore, most of the tweets in these 5 collections come from several specific countries.
Figure 14 shows how many tweets come from specific countries such as USA, UK, and 
Canada. Note that the Y axis of Figure 14 starts from 50%. More than 99% of tweets in the 
water main break collection came from those three countries, more than 96% for the 
pothole collection, and around 90% for the sinkhole, car crash, and car accident collections. 
“Etc.” of Figure 14 means total number of tweets for other countries. 

Figure 14. Percentages of tweets that belong to top 3 countries and the others 

We might think that states that have more population have more tweets, because tweets are 
posted by people. Figure 15 shows the number of tweets with geo-coordinates by state,
ordered by the U.S. state population as of 20134 (giving the top 25 states; other states have 
a small number of tweets).  California has the largest population in the US. In most 
collections, we see more population leads to more tweets, and this is reasonable. 

We also see outliers in the pothole collection; Massachusetts, Michigan, and Maryland 
have unusual numbers of tweets. A reason for this is explained below following the user 
analysis. The car crash collection also has an outlier situation with respect to Illinois.  

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._states_and_territories_by_population, 
accessed on Jul 1, 2016 
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Figure 15. Number of tweets with geo-coordinates by states and ordered by U.S. 
state population of 2013 

4.2.2.2� Geo-coordinates: User (person or organization) 
The users who post a message in Twitter can be divided into two types: person or 
organization (non-profit or governmental). The average number of tweets that have geo-
coordinates per user is 1.19 - 1.70 (except 2.8 for the pothole dataset, shown in bold); see 
details in Table 14. In other words, most people or organizations post under 2 tweets with 
geo-coordinates, on average.  

Table 14. Distinct users and average number of tweets that have geo-coordinates 

Dataset 
# of tweets 

with latitude 
and longitude 

Distinct users that 
use geo-coordinates  

(lat. and long.) 

Average # of tweets 
that have geo-

coordinates per user 

Water main break 2,819 1,661 1.70 
Sinkhole 3,046 2,447 1.24 
Pothole 18,744 6,690 2.80 

Car crash 38,656 32,157 1.20
Car accident 55,943 47,096 1.19 

However, some non-profit organizations or governmental organizations, for example, 
GrandRapids311, citizenconnect, and baltimore311, posted many more tweets. As 
explained in Table 1 in Section 2.1, the city of Grand Rapids, MI (Twitter ID: 
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GrandRapids311) and the city of Baltimore, MD (Twitter IDs: citizenconnect and 
baltimore311) use a system, which also uses Twitter as a medium of communications, to 
collect requests and disseminate information from/to citizens. 

Table 15. Top 5 users' number and percentages of tweets and their Twitter ID 

Dataset 
# of tweets 
with geo-

coordinates 

# (%) of 
tweets 

posted by 
top 5 users 

List of top 5 users who post more 
messages than average, with the number 

of tweets they posted 

Water 
main 
break 

2,819 
320 

(11%) 

baltimore311, 85; SanDiegoCP, 76; 
 BaltimoreCP, 59; IndianapolisCP, 50; 
 DetroitCP, 50 

Sinkhole 3,046 
163 

(5.3%) 

citizensconnect, 60; baltimore311, 33; 
DetroitCP, 28; OttawaCP, 22;  
AlSalamanty, 20 

Pothole 18,744 
10,531 

(56.3%) 

GrandRapids311, 5487;  
citizensconnect, 2460; baltimore311, 1977; 
MarquelatTPV, 315; 311Calgary, 292 

Car 
crash 

38,656 
1,002 

(2.5%) 

Chicago_CP, 249; DailyESSEX, 224; 
IndianapolisCP, 198; Boston_CP, 181; 
LosAngelesCP, 150 

Car 
accident 

55,943 
1,012 

(1.8%) 
carlocopper, 508; f3traffic, 304; whurst1, 72; 
Mrspurpleninja, 65; bryanj1menez, 63 

*_CP: City and Press Co. (*.cityandpress.com), local news company, now 
toplocalnews.com (as of 2/16/2016), 311: City service 

4.2.2.3 Geonames and Location Indicative Words (LIWs) 
To geo-locate tweets, we extracted features such as geonames and LIWs. Geonames are 
extracted using two different tools, i.e., Stanford NER and the Gazetteer, while 4 different 
types of LIWs are extracted using Stanford NER and regular expression matching. With 
those features, we wanted to know how many of the features exist or have keywords 
mentioned in the collections, so we counted the number of tweets that have the features. 
See Figure 11. 

Regarding location information (geonames), there are around 2% of tweets that have geo-
coordinates, while much larger percentages (Geoname_SNER: 12 - 38%, 
Geoname_Gazetteer: 35 - 70%) of tweets have geonames present in the collections. 
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Furthermore, latent location information such as LIWs can be found in most collections in 
fairly large percentages of tweets, up to 55% (Organization_SNER: 5 - 15%, Person_SNER: 
5 - 25%, Hashtag 18 - 31%, and Mention: around 55%). 

Figure 16. Percentages of tweets that have particular features 

Figure 17 shows percentages of tweets that have at least one of the features, and 
comparisons with geo-coordinates and geonames. In most collections, 72 - 91% of tweets 
have at least one of the features. Given that 12-70% of tweets that have geonames, and 5 -
55% of tweets that have LIWs, can be geo-coded, we may guess that we can geo-locate 
more tweets if we consider geonames or LIWs.

Figure 17. Percentages of tweets with features or union of features 
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4.2.3 Experiments Overview 
As is explained above, we analyzed tweets with geo-coordinates by reverse geo-coding. 
We also analyzed tweets with features by counting the number of tweets that have 
particular features. 

After analyzing the datasets, we wanted to know “How many tweets can we geo-locate 
with those features?” and “How many tweets have an unambiguous location after geo-
locating with those features?”. 

We defined two measures. One is for effectiveness of features to geo-locate tweets and one 
is for effectiveness of features to obtain an unambiguous location. 

Figure 18 shows an overview of the 4 different experiments with two types of geonames 
that are extracted using the gazetteer (GZTR) and Stanford NER (SNER) and 4 different 
types of location indicative words (e.g., organization name (Org.), person name (Per.), 
hashtag (Ht.), and mention (Mt.)) that are extracted from tweet text. 

Figure 18. Overview of experiments 

Table 16 shows features that are used for each experiment. In experiment 1, we evaluated 
with geonames extracted using Stanford NER and gazetteer matching. In experiment 2, we 
evaluated with LIWs such as organization name, person name, hashtag, and mention. We 
also considered both types of geonames (SNER, GZTR) and LIWs in experiments 3 and 4, 
respectively. We used 3 mid-size and 2 big-size datasets for all experiments. 
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Table 16. Features that are used for each experiment 
Experiments Geonames LIWs 
Experiment 1 GZTR, SNER No 
Experiment 2 No Organization, Person, Hashtag, Mention 
Experiment 3 SNER Organization, Person, Hashtag, Mention 
Experiment 4 GZTR Organization, Person, Hashtag, Mention 

4.2.4 Evaluation Metrics 
To check if a tweet is geo-locatable, or if a location of a geo-located tweet is ambiguous, 
we send extracted geonames and LIWs from tweet text to the Google Geo-coding API. 
With the output of the Google Geo-coding API, a tweet is considered “geo-locatable” if it 
returns at least one location, while location information of the tweet is considered 
“ambiguous” and “unambiguous” if it has information for multiple locations or exactly one 
location, respectively. Table 17 shows examples of the input and output of the Geo-coding 
API, and their geo-locatability and geo-ambiguity. 

Table 17. Examples of input/output of geo-coding API and their geo-locatability and 
geo-ambiguity 

Input of 
Geo-coding 

API 

Output of  
Geo-coding API 

Geo-locatability / 
Geo-ambiguity 

ZERO_RESULTS Non geo-locatable 

Manchester 

Manchester, Manchester, UK 
Manchester, NH, USA 
Manchester, CT, USA 

Manchester, TN 37355, USA 
Manchester, MO, USA 

Manchester, UK 

Geo-locatable, 
Ambiguous at country level, 

Ambiguous at state level 

Blacksburg 
Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 
Blacksburg, SC 29702, USA 

Geo-locatable, 
Unambiguous at country level, 

Ambiguous at state level 

Blacksburg, 
Virginia 

Tech 

Virginia Tech Montgomery 
Executive Airport, 1601 Tech Center 

Dr., Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 

Geo-locatable, 
Unambiguous at country level, 

Unambiguous at state level 
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4.2.5 Experiment Result 1: Geonames 
We experimented with geo-coordinates and two types of geonames (extracted using 
Stanford NER and gazetteer matching). 

4.2.5.1  Geo-locatability: geo-locatable tweets 
We found that much more location information comes from tweet contents (text) using 
natural language processing, rather than from the Twitter geo-location service. As we 
discussed in Section 4.2.2, in most collections only around 2% of tweets have geo-
coordinates (except 6% for the pothole dataset), while we can find geonames from 12-36 % 
of tweets when we use Stanford NER. Furthermore, if we use the gazetteer, we can extract 
geonames in up to 70% of tweets. Table 18 shows the outcome of experiment 1 in terms 
of number of tweets that have those features and their geo-locatability. Bold entries 
highlight the potential of the gazetteer. 

Table 18. Experiment result of geo-locating tweets with geo-coordinates or 
geonames 

Dataset 
(A) 

Features 

Tweets that have 
features (B) 

Tweets that are geo-
locatable (C) 

Number 
% 

(B per A) 
Number 

% 
(C/B) 

Water 
Main 
Break 

Geo-coordinate  2,819 2%  2,819 100% 
Geoname_SNER  56,397 36%  55,088 98% 
Geoname_GZTR  108,414 70%  102,172 94% 

Sinkhole 
Geo-coordinate  3,046 1%  3,046 100% 
Geoname_SNER  64,828 28%  63,892 99% 
Geoname_GZTR  112,103 48%  103,247 92% 

Pothole 
Geo-coordinate  18,744 6%  18,744 100% 
Geoname_SNER  62,302 19%  61,663 99% 
Geoname_GZTR  114,716 35%  111,841 97% 

Car crash 
Geo-coordinate  38,656 2%  38,656 100% 
Geoname_SNER  499,388 20%  493,906 99% 
Geoname_GZTR  971,106 39%  771,334 79% 

Car 
accident 

Geo-coordinate  55,943 2%  55,943 100% 
Geoname_SNER  344,039 12%  337,662 98% 
Geoname_GZTR  992,808 35%  841,000 85% 

Figure 19(a) shows percentages of geo-locatable tweets that have the features such as Geo-
coordinates, Geoname_SNER, and Geoname_GZTR. Geo-coordinates are 100% geo-
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locatable, because of having latitude and longitude. More than 98% of tweets that have 
geonames extracted using Stanford NER are geo-locatable in all of the collections, while 
only 79-97% of tweets are geo-locatable when we use the Gazetteer. 

In summary, if we use Stanford NER, we get a relatively small (12-36%) number of tweets 
that have geonames, but most (98%) of them are geo-locatable. In contrast, we get a 
relatively large (35-70%) number of tweets that appear to have geonames when we use the 
Gazetteer, but fewer (79-97%) of those tweets are geo-locatable. 

4.2.5.2 Geo-ambiguity: ambiguity of possible geolocation 
The other measure for experiments is geo-ambiguity. We evaluated the geo-ambiguity at 
two levels: country, and state in U.S. Table 19 shows experiment results of geo-ambiguity 
with geo-coordinates or geonames at the country level, and at the state level in U.S., 
respectively.  

Table 19. Experiment results of country/state level ambiguity with geo-coordinates 
or geonames 

Dataset 
(A) 

Features 

Tweets that are 
geo-locatable (B) 

Tweets that are 
unambiguous in 
country level (C) 

Tweets that are 
unambiguous in 

state level (D) 

# % 
(B per A)

# % 
(C/B) # % 

(D/B) 
Water 
Main 
Break 

Geo-coordinate  2,819 2  2,819 100  2,819 100 
Geoname_SNER 55,088 35  51,420 93  32,556 59 
Geoname_GZTR 102,172 66  85,206 83  61,523 60 

Sink-hole 

Geo-coordinate  3,046 1  3,046 100  3,046 100 
Geoname_SNER  63,892 28  59,760 94  31,692 50 
Geoname_GZTR  103,247 45  80,683 78  53,267 52 

Pothole 

Geo-coordinate  18,744 6  18,744 100  18,744 100 
Geoname_SNER  61,663 19  57,153 93  29,185 47 
Geoname_GZTR  111,841 34  75,141 67  47,162 42 

Car crash 

Geo-coordinate  38,656 2  38,656 100  38,656 100 
Geoname_SNER  493,906 20  463,505 94 168,068 34 
Geoname_GZTR  771,334 31  592,965 77 417,224 54 

Car 
accident 

Geo-coordinate  55,943 2  55,943 100  55,943 100 
Geoname_SNER  337,662 12  297,844 88 172,755 51 
Geoname_GZTR  841,000 30  691,238 82 513,165 61 
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State level unambiguity is quite different from country level. It drops to 51% on average 
from country level (85% on average). An average of 51% of tweets are unambiguous with 
both types of geonames (Geoname_SNER and Geoname_GZTR).   

Figure 19 shows the percentages of geo-coordinates or geonames that are unambiguous at 
country level and state (in U.S.) level, respectively.  

Regarding geo-ambiguity at country level, geonames extracted using Stanford NER are 
less ambiguous than those from the gazetteer. An average of 92% of tweets are 
unambiguous with Geoname_SNER, while an average of 78% of tweets are unambiguous 
with Geoname_GZTR. Geo-unambiguity at the state level, with both geonames, however, 
is much lower than at the country level. 
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Figure 19. Percentages of geo-coordinates or geonames that are (a) geo-locatable, (b) 

unambiguous at country level, and (c) unambiguous at state level in U.S. 
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4.2.6 Experiment Result 2: Location Indicative Words 
We also experimented with LIWs extracted using Stanford NER and regular expression 
matching. 

4.2.6.1 Geo-locatability: geo-locatable tweets 
We found that location information comes much more from tweet contents (text) using 
natural language processing techniques rather than from the Twitter geo-location service. 
We can find organization names or person names from 4-19% of tweets when we use 
Stanford NER, and hashtags or mentions from 17-54% of tweets, while in most collections 
only around 2% of tweets have geo-coordinates (except 6% for the pothole dataset), as we 
already discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

Table 20. Experiment result of geo-locating tweets with LIWs 

Dataset 
(A) 

Features 

Tweets that have 
features (B) 

Tweets that are geo-
locatable (C) 

Number 
% 

(B per A) 
Number 

% 
(C/B) 

Water 
main 
break 

Organization_SNER  21,358 14  17,336 81 
Person_SNER  16,576 11  15,267 92 

Hashtag  48,023 31  29,353 61 
Mention  78,877 51  18,186 23 

Sinkhole 

Organization_SNER  20,563 9  17,373 84 
Person_SNER  25,747 11  20,448 79 

Hashtag  78,629 34  36,325 46 
Mention  177,854 77  40,741 23 

Pothole 

Organization_SNER  30,176 9  14,684 49 
Person_SNER  14,504 4  10,847 75 

Hashtag  54,481 17  24,965 46 
Mention  121,324 37  31,150 26 

Car 
crash 

Organization_SNER  186,048 7  136,554 73 
Person_SNER  534,956 21  318,680 60 

Hashtag  419,596 17  189,685 45 
Mention  1,363,198 54  230,615 17 

Car 
accident 

Organization_SNER  133,355 5  107,337 80 
Person_SNER  532,193 19  330,873 62 

Hashtag  474,749 17  177,018 37 
Mention  1,502,467 53  219,292 15 



Table 20 shows the outcome of the experiment in terms of number of tweets that have those 
features (LIWs), and their geo-locatability. 

Figure 20(a) shows percentages of geo-locatable tweets with LIWs. In most collections, 
organization names are most geo-locatable, while person names come second. Hashtags 
come third, while mention is the least geo-locatable feature. Around 80% of tweets that 
have organization names extracted using Stanford NER are geo-locatable in most 
collections, except the pothole collection only has 49%. On the other hand, only around 
20% of tweets are geo-locatable when we use mention. 

However, when we consider the number of tweets with those features, hashtag and mention 
have the largest number of tweets that are geo-locatable in the small collections (water 
main break, sinkhole, and pothole), while person name has the largest number of tweets in 
the big collections (car crash and car accident). See Table 20 for details. 

4.2.6.2 Geo-unambiguity: unambiguous tweets 
We evaluated the geo-ambiguity at two levels: country and state in US. Table 21 shows 
experiment results regarding LIWs of geo-locatability and geo-ambiguity at country level 
and state (in US) level. 

According to the results of the experiment, when we consider number of tweets that have 
LIWs, small collections (water, main break, sinkhole, pothole) have more hashtags or 
mentions that are geo-locatable than organization name or person name.  In contrast, in big 
collections (car crash and car accident), geo-locatable person name can be found more than 
other features. 

Figure 20 (b) and (c) show the ratio of geo-coordinate or geonames that are unambiguous 
at the country level and state (in U.S.) level, respectively. Geo-unambiguity at country level 
in all collections is 80% on average. State level geo-unambiguity is much lower than 
country level.  It drops to 45% on average from 80% at country level (on average), because 
many more geonames are shared at state level than country level. 
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Table 21. Experiment result of geo-locatability and country/state level ambiguity of 
the LIWs 

Dataset 
(A) 

Features 

Tweets that are 
geo-locatable (B) 

Tweets that are 
unambiguous in 
country level (C) 

Tweets that are 
unambiguous in 

state level (D) 

# % 
(B per A)

# % 
(C/B) # % 

(D/B) 

Water 
Main 
Break 

Organization_SNER  17,336 11  14,875 86  10,853 63 
Person_SNER  15,267 10  11,850 78  7,770 51 

Hashtag  29,353 19  25,485 87  13,295 45 
Mention  18,186 12  15,823 87  11,172 61 

Sink-
hole 

Organization_SNER  17,373 8  13,817 80  8,217 47 
Person_SNER  20,448 9  15,649 77  9,005 44 

Hashtag  36,325 16  30,907 85  16,662 46 
Mention  40,741 18  34,275 84  18,889 46 

Pothole 

Organization_SNER  14,684 5  11,897 81  6,080 41 
Person_SNER  10,847 3  8,267 76  4,213 39 

Hashtag  24,965 8  16,831 67  5,433 22 
Mention  31,150 10  25,438 82  14,950 48 

Car 
crash 

Organization_SNER  136,554 5  98,626 72  62,890 46 
Person_SNER  318,680 13  266,035 83 170,576 54 

Hashtag  189,685 8  146,720 77  63,240 33 
Mention  230,615 9  184,113 80  91,184 40 

Car 
accident 

Organization_SNER  107,337 4  86,700 81  54,751 51 
Person_SNER  330,873 12  266,716 81 151,340 46 

Hashtag  177,018 6  142,284 80  68,756 39 
Mention  219,292 8  180,290 82  87,664 40 
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Figure 20. Percentages of LIWs that are (a) geo-locatable, (b) unambiguous at 

country level, and (c) unambiguous at state level in U.S. 
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4.2.7 Results of Experiments 3 and 4: Geonames and LIWs 

We evaluated how a combination of geonames and LIWs effected the geo-locatability and 
geo-unambiguity of tweets. To geo-locate tweets with both Geoname_SNER and LIWs, 
we followed a decision tree, as shown in Figure 21. 

Figure 21. Decision tree for combining geonames and LIWs 

For example, A denotes tweets that have geonames (using Stanford NER or gazetteer), 
while B denotes tweets that are geo-locatable. In the water main break collection, we find 
56,397 tweets that have geonames extracted using the Stanford NER and 55,088 tweets 
that are geo-locatable using the Google Geo-coding API; see details in Table 18. 

Some tweets, however, are not geo-locatable (b) even though they have geonames. We 
may find geo-locatable tweets (C) from those tweets by adding LIWs. D denotes tweets 
that are geo-locatable when we use LIWs additionally. D* denotes tweets that are 
unambiguous at country or state level. 

We may find LIWs (E), even though we cannot find any geonames (a) from tweets. Many 
of them are geo-locatable (F).  F* denotes tweets that are unambiguous at country or state 
level. The counts of F and G depend on the number of geonames and geo-locatability of
geonames. 
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4.2.7.1� Geonames (Geoname_SNER) and LIWs 
Experiment results for the combination of geonames using Stanford NER and LIWs are 
shown in Figure 22 and detailed results are included in A.1 of Appendix A. Part (a) shows
the number of tweets that are geo-locatable, (b) shows the number of tweets that are 
unambiguous at country level, and (c) shows the number of tweets that are unambiguous 
at state level. 

In most cases, hashtag and mention are more helpful than other features (organization and 
person name) to geo-locate tweets. However, for big datasets (car crash and car accident), 
person name is more helpful than other features, as shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. Experiment results of combination of geonames (SNER) and LIWs 
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4.2.7.2� Geonames (Geoname_ Gazetteer) and LIWs 
Experiment results of combinations of geonames using gazetteer and LIWs are shown in 
Figure 23 and detailed results are included in A.2 of Appendix A. Part (a) shows the number 
of tweets that are geo-locatable, (b) shows number of tweets that are unambiguous at 
country level, and (c) shows number of tweets that are unambiguous at state level. 

Similar to the results of combinations of geonames (SNER) and LIWs, hashtag and 
mention are more helpful than other features (organization and person name) to geo-locate 
tweets in the pothole, car crash, and car accident datasets, as shown in Figure 23. However, 
most features are less helpful in the water main break dataset, because LIWs are extracted 
from the 30% of tweets that don’t have a geoname. 

Figure 23. Experiment results of combination of geonames (GZTR) and LIWs 
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4.2.8 Comparison of Experiment Results 
Figure 24 shows a comparison of experiment results in terms of number of tweets that are 
geo-locatable and unambiguous at country/state level. Part (a) shows numbers of tweets 
that are geo-locatable. Sub-figures (b) and (c) show numbers of tweets that have 
unambiguous location at country level and state level in U.S., respectively. According to 
the experiment results, LIWs help, in all cases, to better geo-locate tweets, and also lead to 
less ambiguous locations at country/state levels.  

We also found in most cases that hashtags and mentions are more effective as additional 
location information to geo-locate tweets than organization name or person name, as shown 
in Figure 24. 

Figure 24. Comparison of experiment results: number of tweets that are (a) geo-
locatable, (b) unambiguous in country level, (c) unambiguous in state level in U.S. 
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Note that the number of tweets that have geonames extracted using the gazetteer is much 
bigger than when using Stanford NER, in most cases and datasets, as shown in Table 18 in 
Section 4.2.5.1.  

However, we cannot say that the gazetteer extracts more geonames that are accurate than 
Stanford NER, because gazetteer matching cannot identify whether a word is a geoname 
or non-geoname in the context. For example, the gazetteer always thinks “Love” is a 
geoname, because it has the word “Love” in its dictionary for “Township of Love, IL”. We 
also found that the car accident collection has a keyword “accident” in every tweet since 
the location “Accident” exists in Garrett County, Maryland; thus 111,678 tweets (3.9%) 
out of 2,817,486 tweets are geo-located as “Accident, MD, 21520” even though those 
tweets have no candidate geonames other than “accident”. Others may have more obvious 
geonames, e.g., Blacksburg, so the geo-coding API ignores “accident”, as shown in Table 
22. 

Table 22. An example of input and output of the Geo-coding API when the API 
ignores one of the geonames 

Input of Geo-coding API Output of Geo-coding API 
accident Accident, MD, 21520 

accident, Blacksburg 
Blacksburg, VA, USA 

Blacksburg, SC 29702, USA 

Figure 25 shows the state level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets in the 
pothole collection with (a) geo-coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) 
and hashtags. Using our recommended combination of geonames (SNER) and LIWs, we 
get the best results, as can be seen for potholes in (c). Just using geonames (SNER) does 
almost as well, as can be seen in (b). All of those are much more accurate than the usual 
approach of using geo-coordinates, as in (a). For potholes, see, e.g., for Illinois, New York, 
and Pennsylvania. We experimented with all 5 datasets; see Appendix B for all 5 maps. 
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Figure 25. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in pothole 

collection 



4.3 Part 3 – Geo-Locating Tweets with Location 
Indicative Words 

4.3.1 Dataset 
We experiment with the same collections as explained in Section 4.2.1. 

To train and test a classifier, we are required to build training and testing datasets with 
features and target classes. Using collections described in Section 4.2.1, we created two 
different types of training and testing datasets: One type of dataset is created by using the 
Google geo-coding API to see which features (LIWs) are more helpful to disambiguate 
locations, and the other is created by manual tagging to see overall performance of the 
classifiers built using both geonames and all LIWs that are present in tweet texts. 

4.3.2 Building Training/Testing Datasets by Using a Geo-coding 
API 

To build the training and testing datasets, we extracted locations using Stanford NER and 
LIWs, using Stanford NER and regular expressions. After sending locations or LIWs to a 
geo-coding API (Google geo-coding API is used in those experiments), we received 
responses that either had an unambiguous geo-location at the state level (returned one state 
name only), or ambiguous geo-locations at the state level (returned more than one state 
names, e.g., CA or NY or foreign geo-locations such as United Kingdom, Canada, or South 
Africa) or no geo-location (error or no results).  

With the responses from the geo-coding API, we selected tweets that had an unambiguous 
location (state name) at the state level for the training and testing datasets to use with 
classifiers. Figure 26 shows features, location and LIWs (organization name, person name, 
hashtags, and mentions), and target class for the training and testing datasets, built using 
the geo-coding API. Highlighted entries were selected for geo-coding for training and 
testing datasets. 
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Figure 26. Features and target class for training and testing dataset using a geo-
coding API 

Only one type of feature is used for geo-coding. For example, LIWs (organization names, 
person names, hashtags, and mentions) are ignored when locations are present and used, 
because the geo-coding API cannot handle both location and location indicative words. 
The geo-coding API assumes any input to the API is location. Similarly, one type (e.g.,
organization names) of LIWs is used for geo-coding; other types of (organization names, 
person names, hashtags, and mentions) LIWs are ignored. 

Once we selected unambiguous tweets, we removed all retweets, which are started with 
“RT” characters. Table 23 shows training and testing datasets and number of tweets that 
have features, after removing all retweets. 

Table 23. Training and testing datasets and number of tweets that have 
unambiguous location at state level when using those features 

Dataset Geonames Orgs Pers Htgs Mtns 
Water Main Break 19,232 3,661 2,827 4,578 1,717 

Sinkhole 18,457 2,281 1,640 2,613 2,051 
Pothole 15,887 4,720 4,916 8,720 4,621 

Car Crash 94,818 26,001 84,483 34,024 26,109 
Car Accident 75,051 20,148 66,324 33,588 31,090 

Present
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Unambiguous (CA)

Ambiguous (CA;NY)

Not geo-locatable (  )

Ignore
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Not geo-locatable (  )

Not geo-locatable (  )
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4.3.3 Building Training/Testing Datasets by Manual Tagging 
To see the overall performance of the classifiers built using both geonames and all LIWs,
that are present in tweet texts, we selected all tweets that have ambiguous locations for 
manual tagging except non-geo-locatable tweets. Figure 27 shows the features and target 
classes used for building the training and testing datasets by manual tagging. 

Figure 27. Features and target class used for building training and testing datasets 
by manual tagging 

An example of manual tagging with help of guessed information is shown in Figure 28.
The first 5 columns show extracted geonames and LIWs. The 7-11th columns are 
corresponding geo-coding results (geo-coded states). 

Geo-coding results are added to help people who geotag the datasets. For example, in row 
2 “Newark” is extracted as a geoname and “BreakingNews” is extracted as a hashtag. We 
also see geo-coded results, e.g., “NJ, TX, OH, CA, DE, NY”, of “Newark” from the geo-
coding API. Each feature was sent to a geo-coding API and yielded various results. Based 
on these results, a human can tag the location of tweets manually, in column 6. Tweets that
are unambiguous at the state level are tagged with a state abbreviation (e.g., CA, TX, or 
NY), while ambiguous tweets are tagged as ‘XX’, non-geo-locatable tweets are tagged as 
‘ZZ’, and all tweets that belong to foreign countries (e.g., CANADA) are ignored. 

Geoname (sner) LIWs (org, per, htg, mtn) Unambiguous /Ambiguous
Target ClassFeatures

Unambiguous (CA)

Ambiguous (CA;NY)

Not geo-locatable (  )
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Figure 28. An example of manual tagging with help of guessed information 



4.3.4 Metrics 

We used a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and the area under ROC curve (AUROC 
or AUC) to evaluate the performance of a binary classifier when a threshold is varied. 

The curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate 
(FPR) for different possible cut points (thresholds) of a test. 
These are defined as: 

True Positive Rate (TPR) = !"
!"#$%

False Positive Rate (FPR) = $"
$"#!%

Accuracy can be measured by the area under the ROC curve. If the classifier is very good, 
the true positive rate will increase quickly and the area under the curve will be close to 1. 
If the classifier is no better than random guessing, the true positive rate will increase 
linearly with the false positive rate and the area under the curve will be around 0.5. 

For all datasets, all machine learning algorithms are evaluated with ROC and AUROC. The 
result will show the performance of the classifiers built using geonames and LIWs. 

4.3.5Training and Testing with Apache Spark Machine 
Learning Library 

We used a support vector machine (SVM) in Apache Spark as a classifier. SVM showed 
best results from previous experiments; see details in Section 4.1.3.1. Spark version 1.5.0 
with machine learning library (MLlib) in a 20-node DLRL Hadoop cluster was used for 
training and testing the datasets. For details of Spark configuration and using the Spark 
shell to run experiments, see Appendix G.1. 
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Figure 29. Data flow diagram of training/testing dataset using Apache Spark 

A data flow diagram of training/testing dataset using Apache Spark is shown in Figure 29. 
Training/testing datasets are created by downloading data from the DB using SQL scripts 
and are saved as files. A program (Scala codes for Apache Spark) receives those files for 
experiments, including training and testing. For SQL codes for building training/testing 
datasets, see Appendix G.2. For scala codes for experiments, see Appendix G.3. 

To avoid an in-balance of positive and negative examples of a training dataset, we used an 
under sampling technique [39] for negative examples. For example, while 1,688 tweets are 
used as positive (California) examples, 21,205 tweets are present as negative (all other 
states) examples. We sampled the same number of negative examples as the positive 
examples, so we used 1,688 randomly selected tweets for negative examples. 

DB

Experimenting 
using Spark

(Disambiguate.scala)

SQLs for creating datasets
(thesis_data_part3_each.sql, 

thesis_data_part3_manual.sql)

Training/
testing datasets

(files)
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4.3.6 Experiment Results 1: Evaluating with Training/Testing 
Datasets using a Geo-coding API 

For this experiment, we include experiment results of three states only (CA, TX, and NY 
state), which have top 1, 2 and 3 ranked population in United States in 2013; see details in 
Figure 15 in Section 4.2.2.1. 

4.3.6.1 Evaluating classifiers for California 

Datasets for training/testing using a geo-coding API and classification test results (AUROC) 
of classifiers for California (CA) are shown in Table 24. While CA has more than 1,000 
unambiguous tweets on mid-size collections (water main break and pothole datasets), a 
relatively small number, around 500, of unambiguous tweets can be found in the sinkhole 
dataset. Unlike mid-size collections, CA has a large number, more than 17,000, of 
unambiguous tweets on big-size collections (car crash and car accident datasets). 

Note that “Orgs” stands for organization names, “Pers” for Person names, “Htgs” for 
hashtags, and “Mtns” for mentions. 
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Table 24. Datasets for training/testing and results (AUROC) of classifiers for 
California with datasets using a geo-coding API 

Dataset 
Geo-
name 

LIWs 
type 

LIWs 
# 

CA 
# 

Train 
# 

Test 
# 

AUROC 
Geoname 

AUROC 
Geoname 

+ LIW

Water 
Main 
Break 

19,232 

Orgs 3,661 1,688 2,376 1,000 0.9023 0.9301 
Pers 2,827 1,562 2,184 940 0.9163 0.9364 
Htgs 4,578 1,870 2,647 1,093 0.8910 0.9487 
Mtns 1,717 1,568 2,193 943 0.9194 0.9304 

Sinkhole 18,457 

Orgs 2,281 525 728 322 0.9376 0.9828 
Pers 1,640 405 564 246 0.9703 0.9628 
Htgs 2,613 538 749 327 0.9432 0.9689 
Mtns 2,051 494 686 302 0.9514 0.9725 

Pothole 15,887 

Orgs 4,720 1,055 1,467 643 0.9066 0.9497 
Pers 4,916 999 1,389 609 0.9249 0.9376 
Htgs 8,720 1,131 1,578 684 0.8731 0.9507 
Mtns 4,621 1,161 1,620 702 0.9063 0.9351 

Car Crash 94,818 

Orgs 26,001 20,938 29,202 12,674 0.9511 0.9911 
Pers 84,483 19,617 27,412 11,822 0.9394 0.9896 
Htgs 34,024 20,575 28,718 12,432 0.9511 0.9869 
Mtns 26,109 19,237 26,869 11,605 0.9637 0.9776 

Car 
Accident 

75,051 

Orgs 20,148 17,247 24,151 10,343 0.9606 0.9898 
Pers 66,324 17,228 24,125 10,331 0.9382 0.9852 
Htgs 33,588 17,863 24,985 10,741 0.9438 0.9862 
Mtns 31,090 17,582 24,606 10,558 0.9482 0.9646 

Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations, and both locations and LIWs, 
are used as features (for California) are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31. On mid-size 
collections (water main break, sinkhole, and pothole dataset), best improvement in 
AUROC is achieved when we use hashtags as LIWs. Unlike mid-size collections’ results, 
best improvements are achieved when we use person names as LIWs on big-size 
collections (car crash and car accident). 
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Figure 30. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (mid-size collections, California) 

Figure 31. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (big-size collections, California) 
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4.3.6.2 Evaluating classifiers for Texas 
Datasets for training/testing and results (AUROC) of classifiers for Texas with datasets 
using a geo-coding API are shown in Table 25. 

Table 25. Datasets for training/testing and results (AUROC) of classifiers for Texas 
with datasets using a geo-coding API 

Data-set 
Geo-
name 

LIWs 
type 

LIWs 
# 

TX 
# 

Train 
# 

Test 
# 

AUROC 
Geoname 

AUROC 
Geoname 

+ LIW

Water 
Main 
Break 

19,232 

Orgs 3,661 754 1,047 461 0.8389 0.8904 
Pers 2,827 744 1,034 454 0.8467 0.8975 
Htgs 4,578 812 1,134 490 0.8251 0.9134 
Mtns 1,717 672 938 406 0.8672 0.8765 

Sinkhole 18,457 

Orgs 2,281 269 377 161 0.9463 0.9780 
Pers 1,640 447 622 272 0.9350 0.9827 
Htgs 2,613 388 546 230 0.9202 0.9686 
Mtns 2,051 358 498 218 0.9264 0.9569 

Pothole 15,887 

Orgs 4,720 635 877 393 0.8716 0.9366 
Pers 4,916 1,019 1,428 610 0.8363 0.9311 
Htgs 8,720 732 1,018 446 0.8395 0.9198 
Mtns 4,621 912 1,279 545 0.8629 0.8932 

Car 
Crash 

94,818 

Orgs 26,001 7,424 10,399 4,449 0.9594 0.9847 
Pers 84,483 16,416 22,884 9,948 0.8140 0.9892 
Htgs 34,024 8,748 12,272 5,224 0.9312 0.9818 
Mtns 26,109 9,426 13,214 5,638 0.9261 0.9548 

Car 
Accident 

75,051 

Orgs 20,148 6,718 9,425 4,011 0.9545 0.9782 
Pers 66,324 17,504 24,425 10,583 0.7903 0.9842 
Htgs 33,588 8,646 12,113 5,179 0.8995 0.9795 
Mtns 31,090 9,422 13,199 5,645 0.8926 0.9215 

Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both locations and LIWs are 
used as features (for Texas) are shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33. Like California datasets’ 
result, best improvements are achieved when we use hashtags as LIWs on mid-size 
collections (water main break, sinkhole, and pothole dataset). Unlike mid-size collections’ 
results, best improvements are achieved when we use person names as LIWs on big-size 
collections (car crash and car accident). 
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Figure 32. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (mid-size collections, Texas) 

Figure 33. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (big-size collections, Texas) 
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4.3.6.3 Evaluating classifiers for New York State 
Datasets for training/testing and results (AUROC) of classifiers for New York State with 
datasets using a geo-coding API are shown in Table 26. NY has more than 1,000 
unambiguous tweets on mid-size collections (water main break, sinkhole, and pothole 
dataset). On the car crash and car accident datasets, NY has more than 5,000 unambiguous 
tweets. 

Table 26. Datasets for training/testing and results (AUROC) of classifiers for New 
York State with datasets using a geo-coding API 

Data-set 
Geo-
name 

LIWs 
type 

LIWs 
# 

NY 
# 

Train 
# 

Test 
# 

AUROC 
Geoname 

AUROC 
Geoname 

+ LIW

Water 
Main 
Break 

19,232 

Orgs 3,661 1,514 2,137 891 0.9003 0.9283 
Pers 2,827 1,357 1,903 811 0.9217 0.9411 
Htgs 4,578 1,787 2,549 1,025 0.8754 0.9538 
Mtns 1,717 1,445 2,032 858 0.9201 0.9391 

Sinkhole 18,457 

Orgs 2,281 1,143 1,587 699 0.9805 0.9888 
Pers 1,640 1,080 1,496 664 0.9849 0.9870 
Htgs 2,613 1,258 1,751 765 0.9672 0.9906 
Mtns 2,051 1,184 1,643 725 0.9769 0.9884 

Pothole 15,887 

Orgs 4,720 1,445 2,012 878 0.9134 0.9589 
Pers 4,916 1,195 1,655 735 0.9405 0.9501 
Htgs 8,720 1,509 2,113 905 0.8809 0.9621 
Mtns 4,621 1,397 1,939 855 0.9210 0.9488 

Car 
Crash 

94,818 

Orgs 26,001 6,888 9,628 4,148 0.9379 0.9828 
Pers 84,483 6,575 9,193 3,957 0.9282 0.9846 
Htgs 34,024 7,463 10,414 4,512 0.9244 0.9746 
Mtns 26,109 6,443 9,017 3,869 0.9514 0.9672 

Car 
Accident 

75,051 

Orgs 20,148 5,604 7,894 3,314 0.9419 0.9718 
Pers 66,324 5,844 8,203 3,485 0.9067 0.9743 
Htgs 33,588 6,194 8,699 3,689 0.9114 0.9717 
Mtns 31,090 5,852 8,220 3,484 0.9260 0.9443 

Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both locations and LIWs 
are used as features (for New York State) are shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35. Like 
California and Texas datasets’ results, best improvements are achieved when we use 
hashtags as LIWs on mid-size collections (water main break, sinkhole, and pothole 
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dataset). Unlike mid-size collections’ results, best improvements are achieved when we 
use person names as LIWs on big-size collections (car crash and car accident). 

Figure 34. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (mid-size collections, New York State) 

Figure 35. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) when locations and both 
locations and LIWs are used as features (big-size collections, New York State) 
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4.3.6.4 Discussion 

All experiment results show similar patterns with 5 different collections on all three states 
(CA, TX, and NY). Best improvements are achieved when we use hashtags as LIWs on 
mid-size collections (water main break, sinkhole, and pothole dataset). Unlike mid-size 
collections’ results, best improvements are achieved when we use person names as LIWs 
on big-size collections (car crash and car accident). These results are similar to Table 21 
in Section 4.2.6.2. 

Improvements are related to both number of LIWs and LIW characters (e.g., geo-
locatability or ambiguity). In many cases, more LIWs means more unambiguous 
locations. Characters of LIW are also important. Hashtags includes various types of 
information such as topic, location, organization, or person name, so have more 
possibility to be geo-coded by a geo-coding API. Person name may have some 
relationship with geonames (street names or city names), e.g., Hancock Dr., Francis St., 
so we can find large numbers of tweets that have a person name. 
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4.3.7 Experiment Results 2: Evaluation with Manually Tagged 
Dataset 

All datasets in these experiments are created by manual tagging to see overall performance 
of the classifiers built using both geonames and all LIWs that are present in tweet texts. 

Datasets geotagged by human for training/testing and test results (AUROC) of classifiers 
are shown in Table 27. To succeed in geotagging tweets manually in limited time, we 
geotagged tweets that have locations or LIWs where their geo-location could be California, 
Texas, or New York. A total of 9,234 tweets are geotagged. 455 tweets belong to California 
(570 tweets for New York and 50 tweets for Texas), as shown in Table 27. 

Table 27. Datasets geotagged by human for training/testing and testing results 
(AUROC) of classifiers 

Data-
set 

Total 
# 

State 
State 

# 
Other 

# 
Train 

# 
Test 

# 
AUROC 
Geoname 

AUROC 
Geoname 

+ LIW

P 
value 

p<0.05 
Water 
Main 
Break 

9,234 
CA 455 8,779 641 269 0.7632 0.8878 0.00168 
NY 570 8,664 799 341 0.7533 0.9090 0.00001 
TX 50 9,184 74 26 0.6061 0.9152 0.01601 

Table 27 shows datasets geotagged by human effort for training/testing and testing results 
(AUROC) of classifiers. 455 tweets belong to CA, so 455 tweets are randomly selected 
from 8,779 other tweets by under sampling. 455 CA tweets are divided into two parts: 
training (70%) and testing (30%). 455 other tweets also are divided into training (70%) and 
testing (30%). Two training datasets (CA and others) are merged as one (641 tweets), and 
two testing datasets (CA and others) also are merged as one (269 tweets). 
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Comparison of testing results (AUROC) when geonames, and both geonames and LIWs, 
are used as features are shown in Table 27 and Figure 36. Improvements are achieved when 
we use both geonames and LIWs for all three states. Comparison of ROC curves allows
testing the statistical significance of the difference between the areas under 2 ROC curves 
with Hanley and McNeil’s method [40]. P value of all three states are less than 0.05 (5%), 
so the conclusion is that the two compared areas are significantly different (improved by 
using LIWs).  

Figure 36. Comparisons of testing results (AUROC) with manually geotagged 
datasets when geonames and both geonames and all LIWs are used as features  
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5 Contributions 
The main contribution of this dissertation is to show that the proposed disambiguation 
approach can geo-locate many more tweets unambiguously. The key idea is to first identify 
and extract implicit location information based on geonames and location indicative words 
(e.g., WSLS10 – Roanoke), and then to combine all available information to make the best 
prediction of location. 

Furthermore, it is shown, in the context of events, that location information expressed in 
tweets differ by collection and feature (e.g., geo-coordinates, geonames, and LIWs). 
Considering that, the percentage of geo-located tweets can be significantly increased when 
we also use latent location indicative words. 

Detailed contributions include: 
• An approach to building a gazetteer (geographical named entity dictionary); see

details in Section 3.1.3.2;
• An approach to find implicit location information (state name) based on

geographical named entities (geonames);
• A description of how location information related to events, expressed in tweets,

differ by collection and feature (e.g., geo-coordinates, geonames, and LIWs);
• An approach to find location indicative words such as using an NER and regular

expressions; see details in Section 3.3.1.2;
• A characterization of how location indicative words can help to geo-locate tweets;
• An approach to find implicit location information (state name) based on both

geographical named entities (geonames) and location indicative words.



6 Conclusion and Future Work 

We studied how location information related to events is expressed in tweets and how 
location indicative information can help to geo-locate tweets. This dissertation describes 
extracting geonames and location indicative words. It also describes machine learning 
approaches for disambiguating the location of tweets by predicting implicit state 
information (state name) based on both geonames and location indicative words. To 
disambiguate a tweet’s location, we extract all geonames and LIWs and predict the state 
from them. This implicit state information helps find geo-location of tweets correctly by 
minimizing the state-level ambiguity of tweet locations.  

Our experiments for disambiguating location showed significant improvement in 
disambiguating tweet’s locations using ML algorithms (SVM and Random Forest) along 
with a Stanford NER. We found that we are able to predict correctly implicit state 
information based on geospatial named entities using a Random Forest (RF) classifier with 
precision of 0.989, recall 0.798, and F1 of 0.883, for Pennsylvania. We also found that 
adding implicit state information that is predicted by our classifier increases the ability to 
find state-level geo-location unambiguously by up to 80%. 

Our study and experiments with 5 datasets (3 medium collections and 2 big collections, 
over 6 million tweets in total) showed up to 91.1% of tweets have at least one of either 
explicit (geo-coordinates, geonames) or latent (location indicative words) location 
information. In most cases adding LIWs helps to geo-locate tweets better, with less 
ambiguity. Furthermore, state level distribution of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with 
geonames and LIWs is sometimes better than when using geo-coordinates. 

To disambiguate many more tweet locations accurately, we also extracted LIWs in addition 
to geonames. Using such information as features, we predicted implicit location 
information (state name) using SVM. To evaluate performance of this approach, we created 
two different types of dataset: geo-coded datasets by a geo-coding API and manually 
geotagged datasets. We evaluated the performance of the classifiers using ROC and 
AUROC. We found that best improvements were achieved when hashtags are used with 
geonames on water main break, sinkhole, and pothole datasets, while best improvements 
achieved when person names are used with geonames on car crash and car accident datasets 
that are geo-coded by a geo-coding API. With manually tagged datasets, we evaluated the 
performance of classifiers that use both geonames and all LIWs that were present in the 
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tweet texts. The classifiers that use both geonames and all LIWs are significantly better 
than classifiers that use geonames alone.  

In future work, we intend to investigate more sources, e.g., user profiles and social network 
information, that could be used to extract LIWs. We also are interested in the incorporation 
of such information into our event and trend tweets analysis methods. 

In addition, we are interested in further exploration of how to combine geonames (Stanford 
NER and Gazetteer) and LIWs using ML techniques to help geo-locate more tweets, and 
to minimize the ambiguity of tweet locations. 

Finally, we will continue to work on developing scalable approaches to preprocess bigdata 
with geo-coding techniques, and to create needed training and testing datasets. 
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Appendix A Supplemental Tables 
These supplemental tables include experiment results for the combination of geoname and 
LIW. See discussion in Section 4.2.7. 

A.1 Geoname (SNER) + LIW
Experiment results for the combination of geonames using Stanford NER and LIWs are 
shown in the following sub-sections in terms of geo-locatability, ambiguity at country level, 
and ambiguity at state level. 
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A.1.1  Geo-locatability
Regarding geo-locatability of tweets, experiment results for the combination of geonames 
(SNER) and LIWs are shown in Table 28.

Table 28. Experiment results of combination of geonames (SNER) and LIWs: geo-
locatability 

Dataset A B LIWs F G D F+G F+D 

Water 
Main 
Break 

56,397 55,088 

Org.  11,513  114  12  11,627  11,525 
Person  10,436  150  39  10,586  10,475 

Hashtag  19,671  218  61  19,889  19,732 
Mention  11,683  172  5  11,855  11,688 

Sinkhole 64,828 63,892 

Org.  10,040  49  18  10,089  10,058 
Person  8,526  38  0    8,564  8,526 

Hashtag  18,170  62  9  18,232  18,179 
Mention  22,409  55  0    22,464  22,409 

Pothole 62,302 61,663 

Org.  13,599  72  33  13,671  13,632 
Person  16,109  171  23  16,280  16,132 

Hashtag  28,846  91  27  28,937  28,873 
Mention  27,960  160  31  28,120  27,991 

Car 
crash 

499,388 493,906 

Org. 101,721  14  3 101,735 101,724 
Person 282,884  43  14 282,927 282,898 

Hashtag 148,348  65  16 148,413 148,364 
Mention 185,371  25  1 185,396 185,372 

Car 
accident 

344,039 337,662 

Org.  84,580  3  0    84,583  84,580 
Person 288,568  2  0   288,570 288,568 

Hashtag 149,745  23  6 149,768 149,751 
Mention 195,925  10  0   195,935 195,925 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (SNER) and are geo-locatable; (F) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(SNER) but have LIWs and are geo-locatable with LIWs; (D) number of tweets that have 
geonames (SNER) but are not geo-locatable and have LIWs and are geo-locatable with 
geonames and LIWs; (G) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER) but are not geo-
locatable and have LIWs and are geo-locatable with LIWs; see details in Section 4.2.7 and 
Figure 16. 
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A.1.2 Ambiguity – country level
Regarding ambiguity of tweets at country level, experiment results for the combination of 
geonames (SNER) and LIWs are shown in Table 29.

Table 29. Experiment results of combination of geonames (SNER) and LIWs: 
ambiguity at country level 

Dataset A B LIWs F* G* D* F*+G* F*+D* 

Water 
Main 
Break 

56,397 51,420 

Org.  10,038  85  12  10,123  10,050 
Person  7,952  121  39  8,073  7,991 

Hashtag  17,058  179  61  17,237  17,119 
Mention  10,272  137  5  10,409  10,277 

Sinkhole 64,828 59,760 

Org.  8,640  26  18  8,666  8,658 
Person  6,571  27  0    6,598  6,571 

Hashtag  12,341  54  9  12,395  12,350 
Mention  18,520  54  0    18,574  18,520 

Pothole 62,302 57,153 

Org.  10,894  55  31  10,949  10,925 
Person  12,130  120  22  12,250  12,152 

Hashtag  24,341  71  24  24,412  24,365 
Mention  22,878  153  31  23,031  22,909 

Car 
crash 

499,388 463,505 

Org.  76,222  12  2  76,234  76,224 
Person 235,011  34  14 235,045 235,025 

Hashtag 114,096  60  14 114,156 114,110 
Mention 148,455  23  1 148,478 148,456 

Car 
accident 

344,039 297,844 

Org.  69,673  3  0    69,676  69,673 
Person 231,922  1  0   231,923 231,922 

Hashtag 119,912  19  6 119,931 119,918 
Mention 161,827  9  0   161,836 161,827 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (SNER) and are geo-locatable; (F*) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(SNER) but have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country 
level; (D*) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER) but are not geo-locatable and 
have LIWs, are geo-locatable with geonames and LIWs, and are unambiguous at country 
level; (G*) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER) but are not geo-locatable and 
have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country level; see details 
in Section 4.2.7 and Figure 16. 
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A.1.3 Ambiguity – state level
Regarding ambiguity of tweets at state level, experiment results for the combination of 
geonames (SNER) and LIWs are shown in Table 30.

Table 30. Experiment results of combination of geonames (SNER) and LIWs: 
ambiguity at state level 

Dataset A B LIWs F* G* D* F*+G* F*+D* 

Water 
Main 
Break 

56,397 32,556 

Org.  7,079  58  11  7,137  7,090 
Person  5,153  81  30  5,234  5,183 

Hashtag  8,823  101  34  8,924  8,857 
Mention  6,746  133  5  6,879  6,751 

Sinkhole 64,828 31,692 

Org.  4,327  29  10  4,356  4,337 
Person  3,265  25  0    3,290  3,265 

Hashtag  3,743  11  6  3,754  3,749 
Mention  11,130  19  0    11,149  11,130 

Pothole 62,302 29,185 

Org.  6,629  19  7  6,648  6,636 
Person  7,081  26  11  7,107  7,092 

Hashtag  13,411  50  6  13,461  13,417 
Mention  12,231  108  28  12,339  12,259 

Car 
crash 

499,388 168,068 

Org.  51,767  7  1  51,774  51,768 
Person 153,848  22  0   153,870 153,848 

Hashtag  49,613  43  7  49,656  49,620 
Mention  71,279  16  1  71,295  71,280 

Car 
accident 

344,039 172,755 

Org.  44,075  2  0    44,077  44,075 
Person 135,419  0   0   135,419 135,419 

Hashtag  60,242  8  0    60,250  60,242 
Mention  77,747  8  0    77,755  77,747 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (SNER) and are geo-locatable; (F*) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(SNER) but have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at state level; 
(D*) number of tweets that have geonames (SNER) but are not geo-locatable and have 
LIWs, are geo-locatable with geonames and LIWs, and are unambiguous at state level; (G*) 
number of tweets that have geonames (SNER) but are not geo-locatable and have LIWs, 
are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country level; see details in Section 
4.2.7 and Figure 16. 
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A.2 Geoname (GZTR) + LIW
Experiment results for the combination of geonames using Gazetteer and LIWs are shown 
in the following sub-sections in terms of geo-locatability, ambiguity at country level, and 
ambiguity at state level.

A.2.1 Geo-locatability
Regarding geo-locatability of tweets, experiment results for the combination of geonames 
(GZTR) and LIWs are shown in Table 31.

Table 31. Experiment results of combination of geonames (GZTR) and LIWs: geo-
locatability 

Dataset A B LIWs F G D F+G F+D 

Water 
Main 
Break 

108,414 102,172 

Org. 2,143 1,253 147 3,396 2,290 
Person 1,944 1,560 119 3,504 2,063 

Hashtag 8,767 1,083 466 9,850 9,233 
Mention 5,538 716 12 6,254 5,550 

Sinkhole 112,103 
103,247 

Org. 5,593 429 19 6,022 5,612 
Person 2,741 574 26 3,315 2,767 

Hashtag 13,354 268 55 13,622 13,409 
Mention 13,015 259 12 13,274 13,027 

Pothole 114,716 111,841 

Org. 5,581 1,367 723 6,948 6,304 
Person 7,953 1,497 401 9,450 8,354 

Hashtag 23,278 917 603 24,195 23,881 
Mention 22,898 2,032 243 24,930 23,141 

Car 
crash 

971,106 771,334 

Org. 46,139 10,054 626 56,193 46,765 
Person 101,519 16,088 526 117,607 102,045 

Hashtag 105,497 5,799 903 111,296 106,400 
Mention 137,748 4,044 108 151,792 137,856 

Car 
accident 

992,808 841,000 

Org. 30,776 6,086 920 46,862 31,696 
Person 109,547 51,013 1,153 160,560 110,700 

Hashtag 100,345 8,989 1,503 109,334 101,848 
Mention 132,602 11,766 90 144,368 132,692 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (GZTR) and are geo-locatable; (F) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(GZTR) but have LIWs and are geo-locatable with LIWs; (D) number of tweets that have 
geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-locatable and have LIWs and are geo-locatable with 
geonames and LIWs; (G) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-
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locatable and have LIWs and are geo-locatable with LIWs; see details in Section 4.2.7 and 
Figure 16. 

A.2.2 Ambiguity – country level
Regarding ambiguity of tweets at country level, experiment results for the combination of 
geonames (GZTR) and LIWs are shown in Table 32.

Table 32. Experiment results of combination of geonames (GZTR) and LIWs: 
ambiguity at country level 

Dataset A B LIWs F* G* D* F*+G* F*+D* 

Water 
Main 
Break 

108,414 85,206 

Org. 1,685 1,106 140 2,791 1,825 

Person 1,438 1,199 110 2,637 1,548 

Hashtag 7,451 973 449 8,424 7,900 

Mention 4,858 642 12 5,500 4,870 

Sinkhole 112,103 80,683 

Org. 4,364 380 17 4,744 4,381 

Person 1,599 518 26 2,117 1,625 

Hashtag 9,448 177 41 9,625 9,489 

Mention 10,710 223 12 10,933 10,722 

Pothole 114,716 75,141 

Org. 4,355 1,109 647 5,464 5,002 

Person 5,617 1,169 362 6,786 5,979 

Hashtag 19,714 767 546 20,481 20,260 

Mention 18,776 1,927 229 20,703 19,005 

Car 
crash 

971,106 592,965 

Org. 28,535 8,008 511 36,543 29,046 

Person 75,290 15,068 487 90,358 75,777 

Hashtag 82,070 4,221 854 86,291 82,924 

Mention 111,476 12,130 107 123,606 111,583 

Car 
accident 

992,808 691,238 

Org. 23,027 14,368 844 37,395 23,871 

Person 76,267 48,148 1,004 124,415 77,271 

Hashtag 81,768 6,739 1,405 88,507 83,173 

Mention 109,947 9,903 86 119,850 110,033 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (GZTR) and are geo-locatable; (F*) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(GZTR) but have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country 
level; (D*) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-locatable and 
have LIWs, are geo-locatable with geonames and LIWs, and are unambiguous at country 
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level; (G*) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-locatable and 
have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country level; see details 
in Section 4.2.7 and Figure 16. 

A.2.3  Ambiguity – state level
Regarding ambiguity of tweets at state level, experiment results for the combination of 
geonames (GZTR) and LIWs are shown in Table 33.

Table 33. Experiment results of combination of geonames (GZTR) and LIWs: 
ambiguity at state level 

Dataset A B LIWs F* G* D* F*+G* F*+D* 

Water 
Main 
Break 

108,414 61,523 

Org.  927  836  79  1,763  1,006 
Person  896  775  69  1,671  965 

Hashtag  3,401  540  183  3,941  3,584 
Mention  3,097  451  6  3,548  3,103 

Sinkhole 112,103 53,267 

Org.  1,238  335  7  1,573  1,245 
Person  715  327  18  1,042  733 

Hashtag  2,571  64  14  2,635  2,585 
Mention  5,099  111  3  5,210  5,102 

Pothole 114,716 47,162 

Org.  1,945  769  380  2,714  2,325 
Person  2,947  739  222  3,686  3,169 

Hashtag 11,019  313  188  11,332  11,207 
Mention  9,482  1,620  129  11,102  9,611 

Car 
crash 

971,106 417,224 

Org. 18,445  5,649  384  24,094  18,829 
Person 37,269 12,831  109  50,100  37,378 

Hashtag 35,395  1,957  469  37,352  35,864 
Mention 51,952  7,368  45  59,320  51,997 

Car 
accident 

992,808 513,165 

Org. 13,113 11,417  369  24,530  13,482 
Person 38,091 19,954  195  58,045  38,286 

Hashtag 43,491  2,692  514  46,183  44,005 
Mention 55,035  3,845  45  58,880  55,080 

Note: (A) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR); (B) number of tweets that have 
geonames (GZTR) and are geo-locatable; (F*) number of tweets that do not have geonames 
(GZTR) but have LIWs, are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at state level; 
(D*) number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-locatable and have 
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LIWs, are geo-locatable with geonames and LIWs, and are unambiguous at state level; (G*) 
number of tweets that have geonames (GZTR) but are not geo-locatable and have LIWs, 
are geo-locatable with LIWs, and are unambiguous at country level; see details in Section 
4.2.7 and Figure 16. 
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Appendix B Supplemental Maps 

These supplemental maps show the state level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded 
tweets in 5 collections with (a) geo-coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname 
(SNER) and hashtags. See discussion in Section 4.2.7. 
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B.1 Water Main Break

Figure 37. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in water 

main break collection 
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B.2 Pothole

Figure 38. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in pothole 

collection 
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B.3 Sinkhole

Figure 39. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in 

sinkhole collection 
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B.4 Car crash

Figure 40. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in car 

crash collection 
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B.5 Car accident

Figure 41. State level distributions of unambiguously geo-coded tweets with (a) geo-
coordinates, (b) geoname (SNER), and (c) geoname (SNER) and hashtags in car 

accident collection 
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Appendix C Extracting Features: Geonames and 
LIWs 

Appendix C includes details of extracting features including architecture, required libraries 
and Python codes for experiments; See discussion in Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.2, 3.3.1, and 
3.4.2. 

C.1 Required libraries: SNER, NLTK, PyMySQL, and
PyNER 

Installing SNER 
Stanford NER can be found in http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml 

// Download and unzip it 
[sslee777@video sslee777]$ unzip stanford-ner.zip 

// Run SNER as a server 
[sslee777@video sslee777]$ cd ~/stanford-ner-2014-08-27/ 
[sslee777@video stanford-ner-2014-08-27]$ java -mx1024m -cp stanford-
ner-with-classifier.jar edu.stanford.nlp.ie.NERServer -port 9191 -
loadClassifier classifiers/english.all.3class.distsim.crf.ser.gz -
outputFormat inlineXML & 

Installing easy_install and PIP 

// on MacOS X 
[root@video sslee777]# easy_install pip 

// on CentOS 6 
[root@video sslee777]# yum install easy_install 

[root@video sslee777]# easy_install pip 
[root@video sslee777]# yum install python-pip-1.3.1-4.el6.noarch 

Installing NLTK 
NLTK can be found in http://www.nltk.org/install.html. 
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[root@video sslee777]# pip install -U nltk 
[root@video sslee777]# python  
>>> import nltk  
>>> nltk.download()  

Installing PyMySQL 
Installing the Python MySQL connector
PyMySQL can be found in https://github.com/PyMySQL/PyMySQL 

// install 
[root@video sslee777]# pip install PyMySQL 

// (optional) upgrade 
[root@video sslee777]# pip install —upgrade PyMySQL 

Installing PyNER 
Installing the Python interface to the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer 
PyNER can be found in https://github.com/dat/pyner 

[root@video sslee777]# pip install ner 

// (Optional) Install from source 
// Download pyner-master.zip & Unzip it 
[root@video sslee777]# cd pyner-master 

// Install 
[root@video sslee777]# python setup.py install 
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C.2 Python code for extracting geonames and LIWs with
DB 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# 
# file name:sner_DB.py 
# 
# Stanford NER Server run: 
# $ cd ~/stanford-ner-2014-08-27/ 
# $ java -mx1024m  
#        -cp stanford-ner-with-classifier.jar edu.stanford.nlp.ie.NERServer
#        -port 9191 
#        -loadClassifier classifiers/english.all.3class.distsim.crf.ser.gz
#        -outputFormat inlineXML &
# 
import pymysql 
import ner 
import nltk 
import sys 
from subprocess import call 

#TABLE = 'z_312' 
stopwords = \ 
    set(['a','able','about','across','after','all','almost','also','am', 

'among','an','and','any','are','as','at','be','because','been', 
'but','by','can','cannot','could','dear','did','do','does', 
'either','else','ever','every','for','from','get','got','had', 
'has','have','he','her','hers', 'him', 'his', 'how', 'however', 
'i', 'if', 'in', 'into', 'is', 'it', 'its', 'just', 'least', 
'let', 'like', 'likely', 'may', 'me', 'might', 'most', 'must', 
'my', 'neither', 'no', 'nor', 'not', 'of', 'off', 'often', 'on', 
'only', 'or', 'other', 'our', 'own', 'rather', 'said', 'say', 
'says', 'she', 'should', 'since', 'so', 'some', 'than', 'that', 
'the', 'their', 'them', 'then', 'there', 'these', 'they','this', 
'tis','to','too','twas','us','wants','was','we','were','what', 
'when','where','which','while','who','whom','why','will','with', 
'would','yet','you','your']) 

# Load Gazetteer: used set, gazetteer file has duplicates 
gazetteer_set = set(line.strip() for line in 
open('gazetteer_all_with_n.csv')) 
print "Loaded Gazetteer: " + str(len(gazetteer_set)) 

def clean(text): 
    text = text.replace('"', '') 
    text = text.replace('`', '') 
    text = text.replace('\\', '') 
    text = text.replace('\n', '') 
    text = text.replace('\r', '') 
    return text 

def get_tokens(text): 
    # Tokenize using NLTK 
    pattern = r'''(?x) 

([A-Z]\.)+ 
|\d+:\d+ 
|(https?://)?(\w+\.)(\w{2,})+([\w/]+)? 
|[@\#]?\w+(?:[-']\w+)* 
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|\$\d+(\.\d+)?%? 
|\\[Uu]\w+ 
|\.\.\. 
|[!?]+ ''' 

    return nltk.regexp_tokenize(text, pattern) 

def get_gztr(tokens): 
    # Extract location only 
    locations = []  # list 
    for token in tokens: 

if token not in stopwords and token in gazetteer_set: 
locations.append(token) 

    # return string (list->string) 
    return ";".join(locations) 

def get_hashtags(text): 
    # Extract hashtags only and remove duplicates using set 
    hashtags = set(part[1:] for part in text.split() if part.startswith('#')) 

    # return string (set->string) 
    return ";".join(hashtags) 

def get_mentions(text): 
    # Extract hashtags only and remove duplicates using set 
    mentions = set(part[1:] for part in text.split() if part.startswith('@')) 

    # return string (set->string) 
    return ";".join(mentions) 

def update_db(cursor, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, pers_sner, 
locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions): 

    # DB: z_*_ne2 

    # Check if it exists in NER table 
    sql_exist = """SELECT id FROM %s_ne2 WHERE id=%s""" % (TABLE, tid) 
    cursor.execute(sql_exist) 
    exist = cursor.fetchone() 

    if exist is None: 
# When it does not exist, INSERT INTO 
sql_add = 'INSERT INTO %s_ne2 ' \ 

'(id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers,' \ 
' gztr_locations, ie_hashtags, ie_mentions) ' \ 
'VALUES (%s, "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s")' \ 
% (TABLE, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, pers_sner, 
  locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions) 

    else: 
# When it exists, UPDATE 
sql_add = 'UPDATE %s_ne2 ' \ 

'SET sner_locations="%s", sner_locs="%s", sner_pers="%s", ' 
\ 

'gztr_locations="%s", ie_hashtags="%s", ie_mentions="%s" ' 
\ 

'WHERE id=%s' \ 
% (TABLE, locs_sner, orgs_sner, pers_sner, 
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locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions, tid) 
    try: 

# print "SQL: " + sql_add 
cursor.execute(sql_add) 
return True 

    except pymysql.err.ProgrammingError: 
print "Programming Error: " + sql_add 
return False 

    except pymysql.err.DataError: 
print "Data Error: " + sql_add 

def add_db(cursor, table, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, pers_sner, 
locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions): 

    # DB: z_*_ne2 
    sql = 'INSERT INTO %s_ne2 ' \ 

'(id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ' \ 
'gztr_locations, ie_hashtags, ie_mentions) ' \ 
'VALUES (%s, "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s", "%s")' \ 
% (table, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, pers_sner, 

locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions) 
    try: 

# print "SQL: " + sql 
cursor.execute(sql) 
return True 

    except pymysql.err.ProgrammingError: 
print "Programming Error: " + sql 
return False 

    except pymysql.err.DataError: 
print "Data Error: " + sql 

def main(argv): 

    table = argv 
    print 'Table: ' + table 
    # start_time = time.time() 
    call(["date"]) 

    # 1. Download data from DB 
    # connect 
    conn = pymysql.connect(host='localhost', user='root', 

passwd='*****', db='twitter', charset='utf8') 
    cursor = conn.cursor() 
    sql = "SELECT id, text FROM " + table 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    # cursor.execute("SELECT id, text\ 
    #    FROM "+TABLE+" \ 
    #    WHERE DATE('2013-01-01') <= from_unixtime(time, '%Y-%m-%d') \ 
    #    AND from_unixtime(time, '%Y-%m-%d') <= DATE('2013-12-31');") 

    # get the number of rows in the result set 
    num_rows = int(cursor.rowcount) 
    print 'Download DB: ' + str(num_rows) + ' rows' 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 

    # Iterate over each tweet 
    for row in results: 

tid = row[0]  # tweet id 
text = clean(row[1])  # tweet text 
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# Tag using SNER server 
tagger = ner.SocketNER(host='localhost', port=9191) 
tagged = tagger.get_entities(text) 
locs_sner = get_sner_type(tagged, 'LOCATION') 
orgs_sner = get_sner_type(tagged, 'ORGANIZATION') 
pers_sner = get_sner_type(tagged, 'PERSON') 

# Tag with GZTR 
tokens = get_tokens(text) 
locs_gztr = get_gztr(tokens) 

# Tag using IE 
hashtags = get_hashtags(text) 
mentions = get_mentions(text) 

# print 'TEXT: ' + text 
# print 'SNER_locs: ' + locs_sner 
# print 'SNER_orgs: ' + orgs_sner 
# print 'SNER_pers: ' + pers_sner 
# print 'GZTR: ' + locs_gztr 
# print 'hashtags: ' + hashtags 
# print 'mentions: ' + mentions 

add_db(cursor, table, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, 
pers_sner, locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions) 

# update_db(cursor, table, tid, locs_sner, orgs_sner, 
#           pers_sner, locs_gztr, hashtags, mentions) 

conn.commit() 

    print 'Done' 
    call(["date"]) 
    cursor.close() 
    conn.close() 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
    main(sys.argv[1]) 
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Appendix D Geo-coding with a DB 

Appendix D includes details of geo-coding/reverse geo-coding and database for storing 
geocoded data. See discussion in Sections 3.2.4, 3.3.2, and 4.2.2. 

D.1 Geo-coding/reverse Geo-coding
D.1.1  Required libraries: SCL, PyMySQL, GeoPy, and PyNER 
Installing Redhat Software collections (SCL)
SCL can be found in https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
US/Red_Hat_Software_Collections/1/html-single/1.0_Release_Notes/index.html 

Installing PyMySQL 
Installing the Python MySQL connector
PyMySQL can be found in https://github.com/PyMySQL/PyMySQL 

Installing GeoPy 
Geo-coding library for Python. GeoPy is a Python 2 and 3 client for several popular geo-
coding web services. 
GeoPy can be found in https://github.com/geopy/geopy 
[sslee777@video ~]$ sudo yum install centos-release-SCL 
[sslee777@video ~]$ sudo yum install python27 

// start python 2.7 
[sslee777@video ~]$ scl enable python27 bash 

// verify 
[sslee777@video ~]$ python 
Python 2.7.5 (default, Jul 10 2014, 16:10:08) 
[GCC 4.4.7 20120313 (Red Hat 4.4.7-4)] on linux2 
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information. 
>>> quit() 

// CAUTION: Install additional packages for python 27 within SCL 
// Should be root first then 'enable scl' 
// NO: 'enable scl', then 'sudo' or 'su root' 
[sslee777@video ~]$ su root 
[root@video sslee777]# scl enable python27 bash 
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[root@video sslee777]# easy_install pip 

// Install PyMySQL 
[root@video sslee777]# pip install pymysql 

// Install GeoPy 
[root@video sslee777]# pip install geopy 

// Install PyNER 
[root@video sslee777]# pip install ner 

D.1.2  Python code for Geo-coding with DB
#!/usr/bin/python 
# 
# File name: geocoding_DB.py 
# 
import re 
import pymysql 
from pymysql.err import DataError 
from pymysql.err import MySQLError 
from geopy.geocoders import GoogleV3 
from geopy.exc import GeocoderServiceError, GeocoderQuotaExceeded 
import time 
import datetime 
import sys 
import json  # to convert geo-coding result to JSON 
import pprint 
# from subprocess import call 

STATES = \ 
    ['Alabama', 'Alaska', 'Arizona', 'Arkansas', 'California', 'Colorado', 
'Connecticut', 'Delaware', 
    'Dist. of Columbia', 'Distric of Columbia', 'Florida', 'Georgia', 
'Hawaii', 'Idaho', 'Illinois', 'Indiana', 
    'Iowa', 'Kansas', 'Kentucky', 'Louisiana', 'Maine', 'Maryland', 
'Massachusetts', 'Michigan', 'Minnesota', 
    'Mississippi', 'Missouri', 'Montana', 'Nebraska', 'Nevada', 'New 
Hampshire', 'New Jersey', 'New Mexico', 
    'New York', 'North Carolina', 'North Dakota', 'Ohio', 'Oklahoma', 
'Oregon', 'Pennsylvania', 'Rhode Island', 
    'South Carolina', 'South Dakota', 'Tennessee', 'Texas', 'Utah', 
'Vermont', 'Virginia', 'Washington', 
    'West Virginia', 'Wisconsin', 'Wyoming'] 
STATES_PCODE = \ 
    ['AL', 'AK', 'AZ', 'AR', 'CA', 'CO', 'CT', 'DE', 'DC', 'FL', 'GA', 'HI', 
'ID', 'IL', 'IN', 'IA', 'KS', 
    'KY', 'LA', 'ME', 'MD', 'MA', 'MI', 'MN', 'MS', 'MO', 'MT', 'NE', 'NV', 
'NH', 'NJ', 'NM', 'NY', 'NC', 
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    'ND', 'OH', 'OK', 'OR', 'PA', 'RI', 'SC', 'SD', 'TN', 'TX', 'UT', 'VT', 
'VA', 'WA', 'WV', 'WI', 'WY'] 
STATES_PCODE_DIC = \ 
    {'Alabama': 'AL', 'Alaska': 'AK', 'Arizona': 'AZ', 'Arkansas': 'AR', 
'California': 'CA', 
    'Colorado': 'CO', 'Connecticut': 'CT', 'Delaware': 'DE', 'Dist. of 
Columbia': 'DC', 
    'Distric of Columbia': 'DC', 'Florida': 'FL', 'Georgia': 'GA', 'Hawaii': 
'HI', 'Idaho': 'ID', 
    'Illinois': 'IL', 'Indiana': 'IN', 'Iowa': 'IA', 'Kansas': 'KS', 
'Kentucky': 'KY', 
    'Louisiana': 'LA', 'Maine': 'ME', 'Maryland': 'MD', 'Massachusetts': 
'MA', 'Michigan': 'MI', 
    'Minnesota': 'MN', 'Mississippi': 'MS', 'Missouri': 'MO', 'Montana': 
'MT', 'Nebraska': 'NE', 
    'Nevada': 'NV', 'New Hampshire': 'NH', 'New Jersey': 'NJ', 'New Mexico': 
'NM', 'New York': 'NY', 
    'North Carolina': 'NC', 'North Dakota': 'ND', 'Ohio': 'OH', 'Oklahoma': 
'OK', 'Oregon': 'OR', 
    'Pennsylvania': 'PA', 'Rhode Island': 'RI', 'South Carolina': 'SC', 
'South Dakota': 'SD', 
    'Tennessee': 'TN', 'Texas': 'TX', 'Utah': 'UT', 'Vermont': 'VT', 
'Virginia': 'VA', 
    'Washington': 'WA', 'West Virginia': 'WV', 'Wisconsin': 'WI', 'Wyoming': 
'WY'} 
# For z_312, z_22, z_350, z_327 (done sner part) 
EXPERIMENTS = \ 
    ['geoid_sl', 'geoid_sl_so', 'geoid_sl_sp', 'geoid_sl_so_sp', 
'geoid_sl_ih', 'geoid_sl_im', 
    'geoid_sl_ih_im', 'geoid_sl_so_sp_ih_im', 'geoid_gl', 'geoid_gl_so', 
'geoid_gl_sp', 
    'geoid_gl_so_sp','geoid_gl_ih', 'geoid_gl_im', 'geoid_gl_ih_im', 
'geoid_gl_so_sp_ih_im', 
    'geoid_sl_gl', 'geoid_sl_gl_so','geoid_sl_gl_sp', 'geoid_sl_gl_so_sp', 
'geoid_sl_gl_ih', 
    'geoid_sl_gl_im', 'geoid_sl_gl_ih_im', 'geoid_sl_gl_so_sp_ih_im'] 

# z_327 (some of gztr part), z_329 
EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED = \ 
    [ 'geoid_sl', 'geoid_sl_so', 'geoid_sl_sp', 'geoid_sl_ih', 'geoid_sl_im', 
    'geoid_gl', 'geoid_gl_so', 'geoid_gl_sp', 'geoid_gl_ih', 'geoid_gl_im', 
    'geoid_sl_gl', 'geoid_sl_gl_so','geoid_sl_gl_sp', 'geoid_sl_gl_ih', 
'geoid_sl_gl_im'] 

# Added features : orgs, pers, hashtags, mentions 
EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED_EXPANDED = \ 
    [ 'geoid_so', 'geoid_sp', 'geoid_ih', 'geoid_im', 
    'geoid_sl', 'geoid_sl_so', 'geoid_sl_sp', 'geoid_sl_ih', 'geoid_sl_im', 
    'geoid_gl', 'geoid_gl_so', 'geoid_gl_sp', 'geoid_gl_ih', 'geoid_gl_im', 
    'geoid_sl_gl', 'geoid_sl_gl_so','geoid_sl_gl_sp', 'geoid_sl_gl_ih', 
'geoid_sl_gl_im'] 
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error = ''  # for error processing, because of Google's various state name 
return 
final_stats = '=============================================\n Final 
Statistics\n' 

# start = datetime.datetime.now() 
# end = datetime.datetime.now() 
# print_stat_error() 

def print_stat_error(geoseq): 
    print "\n---------- Stats ----------" 
    print ' Total geocoded: ' + str(geoseq) 
    #print '---------- Error ----------\n' + error 

def remove_unicode_char(text): 
    return ''.join([i if ord(i) < 128 else ' ' for i in text]) 

def update_experiments(connection, table, column, tid, geoid): 
    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

# print "--update_loc_geo_table-- \ntid: %s geo_id: %s" % (str(tid), 
str(geoid)) 

sql = "UPDATE %s_ne2 SET %s = %s WHERE id = '%s'" % (table, column, 
str(geoid), str(tid)) 

print "  " + sql 
sql_verify = "SELECT %s FROM %s_ne2 WHERE  id = '%s'" % (column, 

table, str(tid)) 
# print "START update ***" 
# TIME CHECKING 
# print "TIME: %s" % datetime.datetime.now() 
try: 

# Update 
cursor.execute(sql) 

# Verify 
cursor.execute(sql_verify) 
res = cursor.fetchone() 

except MySQLError as e: 
print('Got error {!r}, errno is {}'.format(e, e.args[0])) 

# print "END update ***" 
# print "TIME: %s" % datetime.datetime.now() 

if geoid <> res[0]: 
print "Update failed: %s" % res[0] 

    connection.commit() 
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def update_ne_table(connection, table, tid, address): 
    # Process address and update DB 
    try: 

print "address: %s" % address 
    except UnicodeEncodeError: 

print "address(removed unicode): %s" % remove_unicode_char(address) 
    address_elements = re.split(r',\s*', address) 
    country = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 1] 
    # USA specific codes 
    if address.endswith('USA'): 

country_code = 'US' 
state_plus = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2] 
# two character only 
state_code_cand = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2][0:2] 
state_cand = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 

2][0:len(address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2]) - 6] 
if state_code_cand in STATES_PCODE: 

# case 1: state code + zipcode e.g. "VA 24060" 
state = '' 
state_code = state_code_cand 
zipcode = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2][3:8] 

elif state_cand in STATES: 
# case 2: state + zipcode e.g. "Virginia 24060"  
state = state_cand 
state_code = STATES_PCODE_DIC[state_cand] 
zipcode = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2][ 

len(address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2]) - 
5:len( 

address_elements[len(address_elements) - 2])] 
elif state_plus in STATES:  # case 3: state name only "Virginia" 

state = state_plus 
state_code = STATES_PCODE_DIC[state_plus] 
zipcode = '' 

else: 
state = state_code = zipcode = '' 

city = address_elements[len(address_elements) - 3] 
    else: 

country_code = state = zipcode = state_code = city = '' 
# if address == '': 
#    address = 'No return from Geo-coding API' 

    # print "==========\n(lat,lon): (%s, %s)" % (str(lat), str(lon)) 
    try: 

print "country: %s \ncountry_code: %s \nzipcode: %s" % (country, 
country_code, zipcode) 

print "state: %s \nstate_code: %s \ncity: %s" % (state, state_code, 
city) 
    except UnicodeEncodeError: 

 print "country(removed unicode):%s \ncountry_code:%s \nzipcode: %s" \ 
% (remove_unicode_char(country),\ 

remove_unicode_char(country_code), \ 
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remove_unicode_char(zipcode)) 
print "state(removed unicode): %s \nstate_code: %s \ncity: %s" \ 

% (remove_unicode_char(state), remove_unicode_char(state_code), 
remove_unicode_char(city)) 

    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 
 # Update ne2 table 
# sql_i = "UPDATE %s_ne2 SET latlong_locations='%s', 

latlong_country='%s', 
# latlong_country_code='%s', latlong_zipcode='%s', 

latlong_state='%s', 
# latlong_state_code='%s', latlong_city='%s' WHERE id = %s" 

\ 
#    % (table, address, country, country_code, zipcode, state, 

state_code, city, tid) 
sql_i = "UPDATE %s_ne2 SET latlong_locations=%s, latlong_country=%s, 

latlong_country_code=%s, " \ 
"latlong_zipcode=%s, latlong_state=%s, latlong_state_code=%s, 

latlong_city=%s WHERE id = %s" % table 
try: 

cursor.execute(sql_i, (address, country, country_code, zipcode, 
state, state_code, city, tid)) 

except DataError as e: 
print e 

    connection.commit() 

def rev_geo_coding(connection, table, geo_locator, period, max_geocode): 
    # 1. Get tweets that have (lat,lon) 
    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

# UNIXTIME (EST) http://www.epochconverter.com 
# 2014/02/01:0:0:0  - 1391212800 
# 2014/02/31:24:0:0 - 1393632000 
sql = "SELECT %s.id, geo_coordinates_0, geo_coordinates_1 

FROM %s, %s_ne2 WHERE %s.id = %s_ne2.id " \ 
"AND geo_coordinates_0 <> '' AND geo_coordinates_1 <> '' AND 

latlong_locations IS NULL" \ 
% (table, table, table, table, table) 

print sql 
if period == 'month': 

sql += " AND time >= 1391230800 AND time < 1393650000" 
cursor.execute(sql) 
total = str(cursor.rowcount) 
print '# of tweets(lat,lon): %s rows' % total 
results = cursor.fetchall() 

    # print results 

    # 2. Loop over each tweet to reverse geocode 
    reverse_seq = 1 
    for row in results: 

tid = row[0] 
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lat = row[1] 
lon = row[2] 

print '-\nSequence: %s/%s, id: %s' % (reverse_seq, total, tid) 
reverse_seq += 1 
if reverse_seq > max_geocode: 

break 

# 2.1 Reverse Geo-coding - Google 
try: 

# address, (latitude, longitude) = 
#    geo_locator.reverse('%s, %s' % (lat, lon),  
#    exactly_one=True, timeout=60) 
location=geo_locator.reverse('%s, %s'%(lat, lon), \ 

exactly_one = True, timeout=60) 
except GeocoderQuotaExceeded: 

print "Quata Exceeded! processed: %s/%s" % (reverse_seq, total) 
break 

except GeocoderServiceError as e: 
print e 
time.sleep(1)  # Wait 1 minute 
continue  # continue 

if location is None: 
print 'No return from Geo-coding API' 
continue  # Skip, Next 

# 2.2 Update DB 
update_ne_table(connection, table, tid, location.address) 

# 2.3 Verify 
with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

sql = "SELECT latlong_locations FROM %s_ne2 WHERE id = %s" \ 
% (table, tid) 

cursor.execute(sql) 
results = cursor.fetchone() 
if results[0] is None: 

print "Table is not updated, continue" 
continue 

# Sleep : Google's restriction 
time.sleep(0.25) 

def print_parsed_locations(addresses, addresses_num, countries_set, 
countries_num, 

state_codes_set, state_codes_num, cities_set, 
cities_num): 
    try: 

print "  ------------------------------" 
print "  Addresses[%s]: %s" % (addresses_num, addresses) 
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#print "countries[%s]: %s" % (countries_num, countries) 
print "  @countries_set[%s]: %s" % (countries_num, countries_set) 
#print "state_codes[%s in USA]: %s" % (state_codes_num, 

state_codes_set) 
print "  @state_codes_set[%s in USA]: %s" % (state_codes_num, 

state_codes_set) 
#print "cities[%s in USA]: %s" % (cities_num, cities) 
print "  @cities[%s in USA]: %s" % (cities_num, cities_set) 

    except UnicodeEncodeError: 
print "  ------------------------------ (Unicode Removed)" 
print "  Addresses[%s]: %s" % (addresses_num, 

remove_unicode_char(addresses)) 
#print "countries[%s]: %s" % (countries_num, 

remove_unicode_char(countries)) 
print "  @countries_set[%s]: %s" % (countries_num, 

remove_unicode_char(', '.join(countries_set))) 
#print "state_codes[%s in USA]: %s" % (state_codes_num, 

remove_unicode_char(state_codes_set)) 
print "  @state_codes_set[%s in USA]: %s" % (state_codes_num, 

remove_unicode_char(', '.join(state_codes_set))) 
#print "cities[%s in USA]: %s" % (cities_num, 

remove_unicode_char(cities)) 
print "  @cities[%s in USA]: %s" % (cities_num, 

remove_unicode_char(', '.join(cities_set))) 

def update_geo_google(connection, query, raw, addresses, addresses_num, 
countries, 

countries_num, state_codes, state_codes_num, cities, 
cities_num, coded_utime): 
    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

# 4.1 Add into z_geo_google table 
sql = "INSERT INTO z_geo_google (query, raw, addresses, 

addresses_num, countries, countries_num, states, " \ 
"states_num, cities, cities_num, coded_utime) " \ 
"VALUES (%s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s)" 

# print sql 
cursor.execute(sql, (query, raw, addresses, addresses_num, 

countries, countries_num, 
state_codes, state_codes_num, 
cities, cities_num, coded_utime)) 

#print "  Added" 

# 4.2 set geo_id by finding 
sql = "SELECT MAX(geoid) FROM z_geo_google;"  # last added one 
cursor.execute(sql) 
geo_id = cursor.fetchone()[0] 
#print "   Geo_id(NEW): " + str(geo_id) 

    connection.commit() 

    return geo_id 
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def geo_code(connection, locs, geo_locator): 
    # Google Geo-coding Usage Limit: 2,500 requests/day period per IP address 
and 5 requests/sec. 
    addresses_num = 0  # number of addresses 
    cities_num = 0 
    geo_id = 0  # geo_id: integer or 0: error 

    # 1. Geocode 
    try: 

locations = geo_locator.geocode('%s' % locs, exactly_one=False) 
    except (GeocoderServiceError, KeyError) as e: 

print("  Google error: %s", e) 
locations = None 

    # 2. Save geocoded date 
    if locations is not None: 

addresses = '' 
countries_set = set() 
state_codes_set = set() 
states_codes_countries_set = set()  # for calculate number of 'state-

country' 
cities_set = set() 
cities_state_codes_countries_set = set()  # for calculate number of 

'city-state-country' 
json_raw = '{' 
num_locations = 1 

# Parse each address 
for address in locations: 

# build json raw 
json_raw += '"' + str(num_locations) + '": ' + 

json.dumps(address.raw) 
if num_locations <> len(locations):  json_raw += ',' 
num_locations += 1 

# Extract elements 
address_str = address[0].rstrip() 
if address_str.endswith('United Arab Emirates'):  # UAE case 

(exception) 
address_str = address_str.replace(' - ', ', ') 

address_elements = re.split(r',\s*', address_str) 

# 1. Address (No need to use 'set') 
if address == locations[0]: 

addresses = address_str 
else: 

addresses += ';' + address_str 
addresses_num += 1 
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# 2. Country (Need to use 'set' to remove duplicates) 
country = address_elements[-1] 
countries_set.add(country) 

# 3. State_code and City (USA Only) 
# initial and for Non-U.S., U.S. without address 
state = state_plus = state_code = city = ''  
if address_str.endswith('USA'): 

# Extract element 
if len(address_elements) >= 3: 

# e.g. 
# 4: 12700 Foxridge Ln, Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 
# 4: 12700 Foxridge Ln, Blacksburg, VA      , USA 
# 3: Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 
# 3: Blacksburg, VA      , USA 
# 3:S Point Rd, Hawaii 96772, USA # CAN NOT handle 

# 1. city 
      city = address_elements[-3] 

cities_set.add(city)  # use 'set' to remove duplicates 

# 2. state_code 
# e.g. 
# [01]2[34567] 
# [VA] [24060] 
state_plus = address_elements[-2] 
if state_plus[0:2] in STATES_PCODE: 

# case 1: state code + zipcode 
state_code = state_plus[0:2] 

else:  # case 2: state name only 
try: 

state_code = STATES_PCODE_DIC[state_plus] 
except KeyError: 

state_code = 'XX' 
# e.g. 
# 3:S Point Rd, Hawaii 96772, USA 
# CAN NOT handle 

state_codes_set.add(state_code) 

# Distinct number 
cities_state_codes_countries_set.add(city + ',' + 

state_code + ',' + country) 
states_codes_countries_set.add(state_code + ',' + 

country) 

elif len(address_elements) == 2: 
# e.g. 
# 2: VA      , USA  #case 1 
# 2: Virginia, USA  #case 2 
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# 1. city 
# No city 

# 2. state_code 
# e.g. 
# [01]2[34567] 
# [VA] [24060] 
state_plus = address_elements[-2] 
# state_plus may have state and zipcode for US 
if state_plus[0:2] in STATES_PCODE: 

 # case 1: state code + zipcode 
state_code = state_plus[0:2] 

else:  # case 2: state name only 
try: 

state_code = STATES_PCODE_DIC[state_plus] 
except KeyError: 

state_code = 'XX' 
state_codes_set.add(state_code)  
# use 'set' to remove duplicates 

# Distinct number 
states_codes_countries_set.add(state_code + ', ' + 

country) 

elif address_str.endswith('UK'): 
# Future work 
a = 0 

elif address_str.endswith('Canada'): 
# Future work 
a = 0 

try: 
print "  ------------------------------" 
print "  %s  address: %s  country: %s   state: %s  

state_code: %s   city: %s" \ 
% (addresses_num, address_str, country, state, 

state_code, city) 
except UnicodeEncodeError: 

print "  ----------(Unicode Removed)\n    %s" % addresses_num 
print "    address: %s" % remove_unicode_char(address_str) 
print "    country: %s  state: %s state_code: %s  city: %s" \ 

% (remove_unicode_char(country), 
remove_unicode_char(state), 

remove_unicode_char(state_code), remove_unicode_char(city)) 

# Calculate distinct number 
countries_num = len(countries_set)  # "country" 
state_codes_num = len(states_codes_countries_set)  # "state country" 
cities_num = len(cities_state_codes_countries_set)  \ 
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# "city state country" 

# Print Final Result 
print_parsed_locations(addresses, addresses_num, countries_set, 

countries_num, state_codes_set, 
state_codes_num, cities_set, cities_num) 

# raw handling: need to improve 
json_raw += '}' 
# pprint.pprint(json.dumps(json_raw)) # encode 
# pprint.pprint(json.loads(json_raw)) # decode 

# 4. Add data to z_geo_google table 
# if addresses_num > 0:  # Update info 
geo_id = update_geo_google(connection, locs, json_raw, 

addresses, addresses_num, 
';'.join(countries_set), countries_num, 
';'.join(states_codes_countries_set), 

state_codes_num, 

';'.join(cities_state_codes_countries_set), cities_num, int(time.time())) 

    else:  # is null 
print "  No return from Google" 
geo_id = update_geo_google(connection, locs, '{}', '', 0, '', 0, '', 

0, '', 0, int(time.time())) 

    # 3. return ID 
    # print "  Geo_id(RETURN): " + str(geo_id) 
    return geo_id 

def get_feature_sql(table, period, column): 

    feature_columns = '' 

    # 0. features : orgs, pers, hashtags, mentions 
    if column == 'geoid_so': 

feature_columns = "sner_orgs" 
condition_columns = "sner_orgs <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sp': 
feature_columns = "sner_pers" 
condition_columns = "sner_pers <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_ih': 
feature_columns = "ie_hashtags" 
condition_columns = "ie_hashtags <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_im': 
feature_columns = "ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "ie_mentions <> ''" 

    # 1. SNER location based 
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    elif column == 'geoid_sl': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_so': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations, sner_orgs" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_sp': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations, sner_pers" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND sner_pers <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_so_sp': 
     feature_columns = "sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers" 

condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> '' AND 
sner_pers <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_ih': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, ie_hashtags" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_im': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations, ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND ie_mentions <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_ih_im': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations, ie_hashtags, ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND 

ie_mentions <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_so_sp_ih_im': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags, 
ie_mentions" 

condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> '' " \ 
"AND sner_pers <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND 

ie_mentions <> ''" 

    # 2. GZTR based 
    # elif column geoid_gl 
    # elif column geoid_gl_so 
    # elif column geoid_gl_sp 
    # elif column geoid_gl_so_sp 
    # elif column geoid_gl_ih 
    # elif column geoid_gl_im 
    # elif column geoid_gl_ih_im 
    # elif column geoid_gl_so_sp_ih_im 
    elif column == 'geoid_gl': 

feature_columns = "gztr_locations" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_gl_so': 
feature_columns = "gztr_locations, sner_orgs" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_gl_sp': 
feature_columns = "gztr_locations, sner_pers" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND sner_pers <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_gl_so_sp': 
feature_columns = "gztr_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> '' AND 
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sner_pers <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_gl_ih': 

feature_columns = "gztr_locations, ie_hashtags" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_gl_im': 
feature_columns = "gztr_locations, ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND ie_mentions <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_gl_ih_im': 
feature_columns = "gztr_locations, ie_hashtags, ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND 

ie_mentions <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_gl_so_sp_ih_im': 

feature_columns = "gztr_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags, 
ie_mentions" 

      condition_columns = "gztr_locations <> '' AND sner_orgs <> '' " \ 
"AND sner_pers <> '' AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND 

ie_mentions <> ''" 

    # 3. SNER + GZTR based 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_so 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_sp 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_so_sp 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_ih 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_im 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_ih_im 
    # elif column geoid_sl_gl_so_sp_ih_im 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> ''" 

    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_so': 
feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, sner_orgs" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' 

AND sner_orgs <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_sp': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, sner_pers" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' 

AND sner_pers <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_so_sp': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, sner_orgs, 
sner_pers" 

condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' " 
\ 

"AND sner_orgs <> '' AND sner_pers <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_ih': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, ie_hashtags" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' 

AND ie_hashtags <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_im': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, ie_mentions" 
condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' 
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AND ie_mentions <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_ih_im': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, ie_hashtags, 
ie_mentions" 

condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' " 
\ 

"AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND ie_mentions <> ''" 
    elif column == 'geoid_sl_gl_so_sp_ih_im': 

feature_columns = "sner_locations, gztr_locations, sner_orgs, 
sner_pers, ie_hashtags, ie_mentions" 

condition_columns = "sner_locations <> '' AND gztr_locations <> '' " 
\ 

"AND sner_orgs <> '' AND sner_pers <> '' " \ 
"AND ie_hashtags <> '' AND ie_mentions <> ''" 

    # SQL build 
    # input: feature_columns (in SELECT) and condition_columns (in WHERE) 
    # output: sql 
    if period == 'month': 

# When geocode specific date only (need to join z_00 and z_00_ne2 
table) 

sql = "SELECT %s.id, %s FROM %s, %s_ne2 WHERE %s.id = %s_ne2.id 
AND %s AND %s IS NULL" \ 

% (table, feature_columns, table, table, table, table, 
condition_columns, column) 
    else: 

# When gecode all data (no need join) 
sql = "SELECT id, %s FROM %s_ne2 WHERE %s AND %s IS NULL" \ 

% (feature_columns, table, condition_columns, column) 
    return sql 

def verify_update(connection, table, column, tid): 
    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

sql = "SELECT %s FROM %s_ne2 WHERE  id = '%s'" % (column, table, 
str(tid)) 

print "  " + sql 

geo_id = '' 
try: 

cursor.execute(sql) 
geo_id = cursor.fetchall() 

except MySQLError as e: 
print('Got error {!r}, errno is {}'.format(e, e.args[0])) 

if geo_id is not None: 
return '1' 

else: 
return '0' 
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def geo_coding(connection, table, geo_locator, period, max_geocode, column, 
geo_api, mode): 

    # SELECT id, sner_locations 
    # FROM z_312_ne2 
    # WHERE z_312_ne2.sner_locations <> '' 
    sql = get_feature_sql(table, period, column) 
    # sql = "SELECT id, %s FROM %s_ne2 WHERE %s <> ''" % (column, table, 
column) 
    if period == 'month': 

sql += " AND time >= 1391230800 AND time < 1393650000" 

    # Add limit for low memory consumption for reverse/geo-coding 
    if mode != 'geocode_reuse_only': 

sql += " limit 10000" 

    # print sql 

    with connection.cursor() as cursor: 
cursor.execute(sql) 
total = str(cursor.rowcount) 
print '# of tweets(NEs): %s rows' % total 
results = cursor.fetchall() 

    # if results is None: 
    #     global final_stats 
    #     final_stats += "%s " % column 

    # 2. Loop over each tweet to geocode tweets 
    process_seq = 1 
    geocode_seq = 0 
    reused_seq = 0 

    for row in results: 
# 1. id 
tid = row[0] 
# 2. features 
num_features = len(row) - 1 
nes_combined = '' 
nes_combined_show = '' 
for index in range(num_features): 

nes = row[index+1] 
nes = nes.replace(';', ', ') 

# Cleaning 
nes = nes.replace(':', '')  # mention has many : 

    nes = nes.replace('...', '')  # hashtag has many ... 

if index == 0: 
nes_combined = nes 
nes_combined_show = '[' + nes + ']' 
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else: 
nes_combined = nes_combined + ', ' + nes 
nes_combined_show = nes_combined_show + '[' + nes + ']' 

print "  -----------------------------------------------------------" 
try: 

print "  %s/%s processing, id: %s, features(%s): %s, query: %s" \ 
    % (process_seq, total, tid, column, nes_combined_show, 

nes_combined) 
except UnicodeEncodeError: 

print "  %s/%s processing, id: %s, features(%s): %s, query: %s" \ 
% (process_seq, total, tid, column, 

     remove_unicode_char(nes_combined_show), 
remove_unicode_char(nes_combined)) 

process_seq += 1 
if geocode_seq >= max_geocode: 

global final_stats 
final_stats += " Exp: %s, Total: %s, Processed: %s, Geocoded: %s, 

Reused: %s" % \ 
(str(column), str(total), str(process_seq-2), 

str(geocode_seq), str(reused_seq)) 
break 

# 2.1 Reuse or Geocode 
# 2.1.1 Search pre-geocoded items 
with connection.cursor() as cursor: 

sql = "SELECT geoid FROM z_geo_google WHERE query=%s" 
cursor.execute(sql, nes_combined) 
result = cursor.fetchone() 

# 2.1.2 Reuse or Geocode 
if result is not None: 

# Reuse 
geo_id = int(result[0]) 
print "  REUSE (Geo_id): " + str(geo_id) 

# for count reused 
reused_seq += 1 

# Update 
update_experiments(connection, table, column, tid, geo_id) 

 else: 
# Geo-coding API 
if geo_api == 'yes': 

# Geo-coding API 
geo_id = geo_code(connection, nes_combined, geo_locator) 
# Google usage limit: 5 requests per second. -> now 10? 
# Ref: 

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/usage-limits 
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time.sleep(0.25)  # time.sleep(secs) 

# for count geo-coding 
geocode_seq += 1 
# print 'Geocoded: ' + str(geocode_seq) 
print "  NEW (Geo_id): " + str(geo_id) 

# Update 
update_experiments(connection, table, column, tid, geo_id) 

# geo_api == 'no': 
# do nothing 

# else: 
# do nothing 

# 2.2 DB update with geocoded data 
# update_experiments(connection, table, column, tid, geo_id) 

    # stat & error 
    print_stat_error(geocode_seq) 

    return geocode_seq 

def parse_locs(connection, table, period): 
    # 1. Read locations from z_geo_google 
    a = 1 
    # 2. Parse locations 

    # 3. Update z_geo_google with parsed locations 

def main(argv): 

    # Run 
    # python geocoding_DB.py mode period table max_ dev 
    # python geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_test 1 dev 

    start = datetime.datetime.now() 

    # Handling arguments 
    mode = str(argv[1])  # 'geocode' or 'reverse' 
    period = argv[2]  # 'month' or anything else like 'whole' 
    table = argv[3] 
    max_geocode = int(argv[4]) 
    dev = argv[5] # 'dev' or anything else like 'no' 
    print "===========================================================" 
    print "" 
    print '     Mode: %s, Period: %s, Table: %s, Max_geocode_credit: %s ' % 
(mode, period, table, max_geocode) 
    print "" 
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    if dev == 'dev': 
connection = pymysql.connect(host='localhost', user='root', 

db='twitter', charset='utf8') 
    elif dev == 'video': 

connection = pymysql.connect(host='video.dlib.vt.edu', 
user='twitter', 

      password='*****', db='twitter', 
charset='utf8') 
    elif dev == 'etana': 

connection = pymysql.connect(host='etana.dlib.vt.edu', 
user='twitter', 

password='*****', db='twitter', 
charset='utf8') 
    elif dev == 'archive': 

connection = pymysql.connect(host='hadoop.dlib.vt.edu', port=3308, 
user='dlrl', password='*****', 

db='twitter', charset='utf8') 
#connection = pymysql.connect(host='hadoop.dlib.vt.edu', port=3308, 

user='geo', 
#                           password='*****', db='twitter', 

charset='utf8') 
    else: 

connection = pymysql.connect(host='video.dlib.vt.edu', 
user='twitter', 

password='*****', db='twitter', 
charset='utf8') 
    geo_locator = GoogleV3() 

    if mode == 'reverse': 
# 1. Reverse Geo-coding for (lat,lon) using Google Geo-coding API: 

Usage limitation 2,500 
rev_geo_coding(connection, table, geo_locator, period, max_geocode) 

    elif mode == 'geocode':  # elif mode == 'geocode' and period == 'month': 
left_geocode = max_geocode 
geo_api = 'yes' 
for exp in EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED_EXPANDED:  # EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED or 

EXPERIMENTS 
if left_geocode >= 1: 

print "-----------------------------------------------------" 
print " Left geocode credit: " + str(left_geocode) 
print " Experiment: " + exp 
print "-----------------------------------------------------" 
# final stats 
global final_stats 
#final_stats += "\nExp: " + exp 

used_geocode = geo_coding(connection, table, geo_locator, 
   period, left_geocode, exp, geo_api, mode) 

left_geocode -= used_geocode 
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# Final exit: geocode credit left and final geo-coding done 
if left_geocode >= 1 and exp == 'geoid_sl_gl_im': 

print "ALL DONE: SENT E-MAIL" 

else: 
break 

print final_stats 

    elif mode == 'geocode_reuse_only': 
#  will geocode without geo-coding API (only reuse) 
geo_api = 'no' 
for exp in EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED_EXPANDED:   

# EXPERIMENTS_REDUCED or EXPERIMENTS 
print "--------------------------------------------------------" 
print " Geo-coding without geo-coding API (Reuse only) " 
print " Experiment: " + exp 
print "--------------------------------------------------------" 
geo_coding(connection, table, geo_locator, period, 1, exp, 

geo_api, mode) 

    elif mode == 'parse': 
# 3. parse geocoded address: not finished 
parse_locs(connection, table, period) 

    connection.close() 
    print " Start: %s ~ E n d: %s" % (start, datetime.datetime.now()) 
    print "===========================================================" 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
    main(sys.argv) 
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D.2 Database for storing geo-coded data

D.2.1  SQL script for creating a collection table

CREATE TABLE `z_312` ( 
  `archivesource` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `text` varchar(1000) NOT NULL, 
  `to_user_id` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `from_user` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `id` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `from_user_id` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `iso_language_code` varchar(10) NOT NULL, 
  `source` varchar(250) NOT NULL, 
  `profile_image_url` varchar(250) NOT NULL, 
  `geo_type` varchar(30) NOT NULL, 
  `geo_coordinates_0` double NOT NULL, 
  `geo_coordinates_1` double NOT NULL, 
  `created_at` varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  `time` int(11) NOT NULL, 
  PRIMARY KEY (`id`), 
  KEY `source` (`from_user`), 
  KEY `from_user` (`from_user`), 
  KEY `iso_language_code` (`iso_language_code`), 
  KEY `geo_type` (`geo_type`), 
  KEY `id` (`id`), 
  KEY `time` (`time`), 
  FULLTEXT KEY `full` (`text`) 
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
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D.2.2  SQL script for creating an NE2 table

CREATE TABLE `z_312_ne2` ( 
  `id` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
  `latlong_locations` varchar(1000), 
  `latlong_country` varchar(100), 
  `latlong_country_code` varchar(3), 
  `latlong_zipcode` varchar(10), 
  `latlong_state` varchar(30), 
  `latlong_state_code` varchar(2), 
  `latlong_city` varchar(30), 
  `sner_locations` varchar(1000), 
  `sner_country` varchar(30), 
  `sner_state` varchar(30), 
  `sner_state_code` varchar(2), 
  `sner_city` varchar(30), 
  `sner_orgs` varchar(1000), 
  `sner_pers` varchar(1000), 
  `gztr_locations` varchar(1000), 
  `gztr_country` varchar(30), 
  `gztr_state` varchar(30), 
  `gztr_state_code` varchar(2), 
  `gztr_city` varchar(30), 
  `ner_locations` varchar(1000), 
  `ner_country` varchar(30), 
  `ner_state` varchar(30), 
  `ner_state_code` varchar(2), 
  `ner_city` varchar(30), 
  `ie_streets` varchar(500), 
  `ie_bounds` varchar(500), 
  `ie_highways` varchar(500), 
  `ie_hashtags` varchar(500), 
  `ie_mentions` varchar(500), 
  `geoid_so` INT, 
  `geoid_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_ih` INT, 
  `geoid_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_so` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_so_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_ih` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_ih_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_so_sp_ih_im` INT, 
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  `geoid_gl` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_so` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_so_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_ih` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_im` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_ih_im` INT, 
  `geoid_gl_so_sp_ih_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_so` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_so_sp` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_ih` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_ih_im` INT, 
  `geoid_sl_gl_so_sp_ih_im` INT, 
  PRIMARY KEY (`id`) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 

D.2.3  SQL script for creating a z_geo_google table

CREATE TABLE `z_geo_google` ( 
  `geoid` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `query` varchar(2000), 
  `raw` LONGTEXT, 
  `addresses` varchar(5000), 
  `addresses_num` varchar(3), 
  `countries` varchar(1000), 
  `countries_num` varchar(3), 
  `states` varchar(1000), 
  `states_num` varchar(3), 
  `cities` varchar(1000), 
  `cities_num` varchar(3), 
  `coded_utime` int(11), 
  PRIMARY KEY (`geoid`) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 
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Appendix E Speed up Geo-coding with 24 VMs 

Appendix E includes scripts to speed up geo-coding with 24 virtual machines. See 
discussion in Section 3.3.2. 

E.1 Automating geo-coding

E.1.1  Crontab for daily run

[sslee777@vm1 ~]$ crontab –e 
0 1 * * *  ~/geocoding.sh 

E.1.2  Geo-coding script 
Geocoding.sh
#!/bin/bash 
# Reverse geo-coding 
scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py reverse whole z_312 2450 no 
archive' 

# one month 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_312 2450 no 
>> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_312.log'
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_22 2450 no >>
~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_22.log'
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_350 2450 no
>> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_350.log'
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_327 2450 no
>> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_327.log'
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_329 2450 no
>> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_329.log'

# whole period 
# ===> 312 stopped. After completed non-geocoding-api, will resume 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_312 2450 no 
>> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_312.log'
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_312
2450 video >> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_312.log'
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_22 2450
video >> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_22.log'
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_350
2450 video >> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_350.log'
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_327
2450 video >> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_327.log'
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode whole z_329 2450
video >> ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_329.log'

# whole period without Geo-coding API in video.dlib.vt.edu 

# ===> Currently 312 (z_312) running on etana.dlib 
# ===> Currently  22 (z_22)  running on etana.dlib 
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# ===> Currently 350 (z_350) running on video.dlib 
# ===> Currently 327 (z_327) running on video.dlib 
# ===> Currently 329 (z_329) running on video.dlib 

# Without log, Use Screen 
# in video.dlib.vt.edu 
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_312 1 video' 
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_22 1 video' 
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_350 1 video' # <-------- 
# Done: scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_327 1 video' # <-------- 
# Running: scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_329 1 video' # <-------- 

# With log 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_312 1 no >> ~/geolocating/log/$(date 
+"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_wo_API_312.log' 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_22 1 no >> ~/geolocating/log/$(date 
+"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_wo_API_22.log' 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_350 1 no >> ~/geolocating/log/$(date 
+"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_wo_API_350.log' 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_327 1 no >> ~/geolocating/log/$(date 
+"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_wo_API_327.log' 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geolocating/geocoding_DB.py 
geocode_reuse_only whole z_329 1 no >> ~/geolocating/log/$(date 
+"%Y%m%d")_gc_whole_wo_API_329.log' 

# Testing 
# 1. Create screen and run command without attaching 
# Ref: http://serverfault.com/questions/104668/create-screen-and-run-command-
without-attaching 
# 2. Using Bash To Output To Screen And File At The Same Time 
# Ref: http://www.skorks.com/2009/09/using-bash-to-output-to-screen-and-file-
at-the-same-time/ 
# scl enable python27 'python ~/geocoding_DB.py geocode month z_329 2450 no 
2>&1 | tee ~/$(date +"%Y%m%d")_gc_mon_329.log' 
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E.1.3 Distribute geo-coding script onto 24 nodes 
scp_file_cluster.sh

#! /bin/bash 
# example: ./scp_file_cluster.sh geocoding_DB.py 
# example: ./scp_file_cluster.sh geocoding.sh  
file=$1 
i=1 
while [ $i -lt 25 ] 
do 
  echo "=====" $i "=====" 
  out=$(scp 
/Users/sslee777/Documents/SWProjects/PycharmProjects/geolocating/$fil
e vm$i:~/; ssh vm$i 'chmod u+x '$file) 
  echo "$out" 
i=$[$i + 1] 
done # End of outer loop 
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Appendix F Experiments using Weka (Topic 1) 
Appendix F includes details of SQL scripts for creating dataset, and experiments scripts 
for running Weka. See discussion in Sections 3.2 and Section 4.1. 

F.1 Creating datasets: SQL for training and testing
SELECT * FROM z_22_ner WHERE sner_locations <> '' and id = 
319093040151158784; 
SELECT * FROM z_22_ner WHERE id = 444170480875220993; 

#UPDATE z_22_ner SET geo_google_num_states=0, geo_google_locations = 'Foreign 
Country' WHERE id = 319093040151158784 limit 1 

#UPDATE z_22_ner SET geo_google_num_states=0 WHERE id = 330638987700076545 
limit 1; 

#UPDATE z_22_ner  
#SET geo_google_states=null, geo_google_locations=null, 
geo_google_num_states=null 
#WHERE sner_locations <> "" 
#limit 1000000; 

SELECT geo_google_num_states, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE sner_locations <> "" 
GROUP BY geo_google_num_states; 

# Total: 66,607 
# Distinct: 66,607 because ID is PK 
SELECT count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE sner_locations <> ""; 

SELECT count(*) 
FROM z_22 
WHERE geo_coordinates_0 <> '' AND geo_coordinates_1 <> ''; 

# 1. All tweets: 2013-04-02 to 2014-06-25 
SELECT FROM_UNIXTIME(time, '%Y-%m-%d'), count(*) 
FROM z_22 
Group BY FROM_UNIXTIME(time, '%Y-%m-%d'); 

# 2. Total: 211,419 
# Distinct: 211,484 
#SELECT count(distinct id) 
SELECT count(*) 
FROM z_22 
WHERE text not like "RT%"; 

# 3. Total: 37,990 
SELECT count(*) 
FROM z_22, z_22_ner 
WHERE z_22.id = z_22_ner.id 
AND text not like "RT%" 
AND sner_locations <> ""; 

##################### 
# training data 
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SELECT sner_locations, 'NY' AS class 
FROM z_22_ner  
WHERE geo_google_num_states = 1 
AND geo_google_states = 'NY' 
UNION ALL 
SELECT sner_locations, 'Other' AS class 
FROM z_22_ner  
WHERE geo_google_num_states = 1 
AND geo_google_states <> 'NY'; 

SELECT sner_locations, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner  
GROUP BY sner_locations 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC; 

# Stats correctly classified 
SELECT geo_google_states, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner  
WHERE geo_google_num_states = 1 
GROUP BY geo_google_states 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC; 

SELECT * 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE geo_google_num_states = 0 
AND geo_google_states = ' AZ'; 

# For making Gold Master dataset manually: IL, 2 states 
SELECT z_22_ner.id, text, sner_locations, geo_gm_state, geo_google_locations, 
geo_google_states, geo_google_num_states 
FROM z_22, z_22_ner 
WHERE z_22.id = z_22_ner.id 
AND geo_google_states like '%IL%' 
AND geo_google_num_states = 2; 

# For making Gold Master dataset manually: IL, all states then randomly 
select 200 
# CAUTION: Excel can't show ID well in number format, so need to change it to 
string format: use 'concat' command 
SELECT geo_gm_state, geo_google_num_states, geo_google_states,  
geo_google_locations, sner_locations, text ,CONCAT('"', z_22.id,'"') 
FROM z_22, z_22_ner 
WHERE z_22.id = z_22_ner.id 
AND geo_google_states like '%IL%' 
AND geo_google_num_states <> 1 #remove unambiguous one 
limit 10000; # to get more than 1,000 rows in MySQL Workbench 

SELECT geo_google_num_states, count(*) 
FROM z_22, z_22_ner 
WHERE z_22.id = z_22_ner.id 
AND geo_google_states like '%PA%' 
GROUP BY geo_google_num_states; 

SELECT * 
FROM z_22_ner, z_22 
WHERE z_22_ner.id = z_22.id 
AND z_22_ner.geo_google_states LIKE '%IL%' 
AND z_22_ner.geo_google_num_states = 3; 

# For making update 
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SELECT z_22.id 
FROM z_22, z_22_ner 
WHERE z_22.id = z_22_ner.id 
AND geo_google_states like '%IL%' 
AND geo_google_num_states = 2; 

##################### 
# For testing dataset 
SELECT sner_locations, geo_gm_state AS 'class' 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE geo_gm_state = 'IL' 
UNION ALL 
SELECT sner_locations, 'Other' 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE geo_gm_state <> 'IL' AND geo_gm_state <> ''; 

# Stats for testing GM dataset 
SELECT geo_gm_state, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner 
GROUP BY geo_gm_state 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC; 

# Stats for testing GM dataset without NULL state (not tagged) 
SELECT geo_gm_state, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE geo_gm_state <> 'NULL' 
GROUP BY geo_gm_state 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC; 

SELECT geo_google_num_states, count(*) 
FROM z_22_ner 
WHERE sner_locations <> "" 
GROUP BY geo_google_num_states; 
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F.2 Script for topic 1 experiments
#!/bin/bash 
export CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:/Applications/weka-3-6-10-apple-
jvm.app/Contents/Resources/Java/weka.jar 

java weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.StringToWordVector -b -i 
41_train_gazetteer_Maryland.arff -o 41_train_gazetteer_Maryland_wv.arff -r 
41_test_gazetteer_Maryland.arff -s 41_test_gazetteer_Maryland_wv.arff 

java weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.StringToWordVector -b -i 
41_train_gazetteer_Michigan.arff -o 41_train_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff -r 
41_test_gazetteer_Michigan.arff -s 41_test_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff 

java weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.StringToWordVector -b -i 
41_train_gazetteer_Massachusetts.arff -o 
41_train_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff -r 
41_test_gazetteer_Massachusetts.arff -s 
41_test_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff 

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Maryland_wv.arff -T 41_test_gazetteer_Maryland_wv.arff -p 
0 -c first > 71_result_gazetteer_Maryland.arff.csv 

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff -T 41_test_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff -p 
0 -c first > 71_result_gazetteer_Michigan.arff.csv 

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff -T 
41_test_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff -p 0 -c first > 
71_result_gazetteer_Massachusetts.arff.csv 

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Maryland_wv.arff -T 41_test_gazetteer_maryland_wv.arff -i 
-c first > 71_result_gazetteer_Maryland_stats.arff.csv

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff -T 41_test_gazetteer_Michigan_wv.arff -i 
-c first > 71_result_gazetteer_Michigan_stats.arff.csv

java -Xmx1024m weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes -t 
41_train_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff -T 
41_test_gazetteer_Massachusetts_wv.arff -i -c first > 
71_result_gazetteer_Massachusetts_stats.arff.csv 
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Appendix G Experiments using Spark (Topic 3) 
Appendix G includes details of SQL scripts for creating training/testing datasets and Scala 
codes for experiments. See discussion in Section 3.4 and Section 4.3. 

G.1Spark configuration and Spark shell
// When you are using cluster
[sslee777@node1 spark]$ spark-shell
...
Welcome to

 ____              __
 / __/__  ___ _____/ /__

  _\ \/ _ \/ _ `/ __/  '_/
 /___/ .__/\_,_/_/ /_/\_\   version 1.2.0

 /_/

Using Scala version 2.10.4 (Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM, Java 
1.7.0_55)
...
16/03/23 15:27:16 INFO SparkUI: Started SparkUI at 
http://node1.dlrl:4040
16/03/23 15:27:16 INFO AppClient$ClientActor: Connecting to master 
spark://node1.dlrl:7077...
... 

// When you are using cluster with yarn
[sslee777@node1 spark]$ spark-shell --master yarn-client
...
Welcome to

 ____              __
 / __/__  ___ _____/ /__

  _\ \/ _ \/ _ `/ __/  '_/
 /___/ .__/\_,_/_/ /_/\_\   version 1.2.0

 /_/

Using Scala version 2.10.4 (Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM, Java 
1.7.0_55)
...
16/03/23 15:30:15 INFO SparkUI: Started SparkUI at 
http://node1.dlrl:4040
16/03/23 15:30:15 INFO RMProxy: Connecting to ResourceManager at 
node1.dlrl/10.0.0.1:8032
...
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G.2 Create datasets: SQL for training and testing

G.2.1 dissertation_data_part3_each.sql 

#SELECT target_class, count(*) 
SELECT a.id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, 
target_class 
FROM (SELECT tw.id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, 
ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_sl = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some has states_num=1, but state is empty, so need 
states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> '') AS a 
WHERE a.id IN  
 (SELECT tw.id 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_ih = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some has states_num=1, but state is empty, so need 
states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> ''); 
#AND target_class = "CA"; 
#Group By target_class 
#ORDER BY count(*) DESC 

# Htgs (unambiguous): z_312:7,134 (4,578) = 2,556 
SELECT ie_hashtags, substr(geo.states, 1, 2), count(*) 
#SELECT tw.id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, 
substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND ne2.geoid_ih = geo.geoid 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so need 
states <> '' */ 
AND geo.states <> '' 
GROUP BY ie_hashtags 
#ORDER BY count(ie_hashtags) DESC 
#ORDER BY ie_hashtags, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) 
ORDER BY count(*) DESC; 

SELECT  a.liws, a.target_class, count(*) 
FROM (SELECT tw.id, sner_orgs AS liws, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS 
target_class 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_so = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so 
need states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> '' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, sner_pers AS liws, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
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 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_sp = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so 
need states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> '' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, ie_hashtags AS liws, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_ih = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so 
need states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> '' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, ie_mentions AS liws, substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND ne2.geoid_im = geo.geoid 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so 
need states <> '' */ 
 AND geo.states <> '') AS a 
GROUP BY a.liws, a.target_class; 

SELECT  a.liws, count(*) 
FROM (SELECT tw.id, sner_orgs AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, sner_pers AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, ie_hashtags AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, ie_mentions AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%') AS a 
GROUP BY a.liws; 

SELECT  a.liws, count(*) 
FROM (SELECT tw.id, sner_orgs AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 UNION 
 SELECT tw.id, sner_pers AS liws 
 FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
 WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
 AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
 ) AS a 
GROUP BY a.liws; 
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SELECT a.liws, a.count 
FROM ( 
   SELECT sner_orgs AS liws, count(*) AS count 
   FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
   WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
   GROUP BY liws 
   UNION ALL 
   SELECT sner_pers AS liws, count(*) AS count 
   FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
   WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
   GROUP BY liws 
   UNION ALL 
   SELECT ie_hashtags AS liws, count(*) AS count 
   FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
   WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
   GROUP BY liws 
   UNION ALL 
   SELECT ie_mentions AS liws, count(*) AS count 
   FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
   WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
   GROUP BY liws 
  ) AS a 
#GROUP BY a.liws 
ORDER BY count DESC; 
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G.2. dissertation_data_part3_manual.sql 
# 0. 
SELECT count(*) 
#SELECT  query, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, 
ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, addresses, countries, countries_num,  states, 
states_num, text 
FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo   
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND ne2.geoid_sl = geo.geoid 
AND geo.addresses != '' 
AND states_num = 1; 
#AND (countries != 'USA' OR countries != 'United States') 
#GROUP BY states; 

# 0. noRT 
SELECT count(*) 
FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%'; 

# 0. SNER unambiguous at state level: Training 
SELECT count(*) 
#SELECT tw.id, sner_locations, sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, 
substr(geo.states, 1, 2) AS target_class 
FROM z_312 AS tw, z_312_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND ne2.geoid_sl = geo.geoid 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
AND geo.states_num = 1 /* some have states_num=1, but state is empty, so need 
states <> '' */ 
AND geo.states <> ''; 

# 1. SNER but ambiguous in states (13.536): ONE IMPORTANT PART ************** 
#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT tw.id, REPLACE(REPLACE(text,'\n',''),'\r',''), sner_locations, 
sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags,ie_mentions, geo.states AS states_sner 
FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2, z_geo_google AS geo 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND ne2.geoid_sl = geo.geoid 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%' 
AND geo.states_num != 1;  

# 2. NO SNER (60,720): Need for "text" 
#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT tw.id, REPLACE(REPLACE(text,'\n',''),'\r',''), sner_locations, 
sner_orgs, sner_pers, ie_hashtags,ie_mentions 
FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
#AND ne2.geoid_sl = geo.geoid 
#AND geo.addresses = '' 
AND sner_locations = '' 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%'; 

# 2.1 - 2.4 : ID and recommendation ONLY 
# 2.1. No SNER: Suggestion based on orgs (Only "No SNER" by LEFT JOIN) 
************* 
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#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT temp.id, geo.states AS states_orgs 
FROM (SELECT 
tw.id,sner_locations,sner_orgs,sner_pers,ie_hashtags,ie_mentions,geoid_so 

FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 
AND sner_locations = '' 
AND tw.text not like 'RT%') AS temp 

LEFT JOIN z_geo_google AS geo ON temp.geoid_so = geo.geoid; 

# 2.2. No SNER: Suggestion based on pers 
#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT temp.id, geo.states AS states_pers 
FROM (SELECT 
tw.id,sner_locations,sner_orgs,sner_pers,ie_hashtags,ie_mentions,geoid_sp 

FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 

   AND sner_locations = '' 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%') AS temp 
 LEFT JOIN z_geo_google AS geo ON temp.geoid_sp = geo.geoid; 

# 2.3. No SNER: Suggestion based on hashtags 
#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT temp.id, geo.states AS states_htgs 
FROM (SELECT 
tw.id,sner_locations,sner_orgs,sner_pers,ie_hashtags,ie_mentions,geoid_ih 

FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 

   AND sner_locations = '' 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%') AS temp 
 LEFT JOIN z_geo_google AS geo ON temp.geoid_ih = geo.geoid; 

# 2.4. No SNER: Suggestion based on mentions 
#SELECT count(*) 
SELECT temp.id, geo.states AS states_mtns 
FROM (SELECT 
tw.id,sner_locations,sner_orgs,sner_pers,ie_hashtags,ie_mentions,geoid_im 

FROM z_350 AS tw, z_350_ne2 AS ne2 
WHERE tw.id = ne2.id 

   AND sner_locations = '' 
   AND tw.text not like 'RT%') AS temp 
 LEFT JOIN z_geo_google AS geo ON temp.geoid_im = geo.geoid; 
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G.3  Scala code for topic 3 experiments

G.3.1 Disambiguate.scala 
import org.apache.spark.rdd.RDD 
import org.apache.spark.SparkContext 
//import org.apache.spark.mllib.classification.{NaiveBayes, NaiveBayesModel} 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.classification.{SVMModel, SVMWithSGD} 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.feature.{HashingTF, IDF, IDFModel} // TF-IDF 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.linalg.Vector 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.linalg.Vectors 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.regression.LabeledPoint 
import org.apache.spark.mllib.evaluation.BinaryClassificationMetrics 
import org.apache.log4j.Logger 
import org.apache.log4j.Level 
//import org.apache.spark.mllib.stat.{MultivariateStatisticalSummary, 
Statistics} // for basic statistics 
import java.util.Calendar 
//import scala.runtime.ScalaRunTime._ # for stringOf() 
// http://stackoverflow.com/questions/27781187/how-to-stop-messages-
displaying-on-spark-console 
Logger.getLogger("org").setLevel(Level.ERROR) 
Logger.getLogger("com").setLevel(Level.ERROR) 

// Run: $ ../../bin/spark-shell --driver-memory 12G 
// scala> :load disambiguate.scala 
// scala> Dissertation.main() 

// Control parameters 
var gShowFreqWords = 0 
var gShowParams = 1 
var gShowTrainTestDataStats = 0 
var gShowResults = 0 
val gAllResult4Excel = 1 
val gSaveAsFile = 0 
var gVerify = 0 

// Exp parameters 
var gTargetState = "CA" 
var gUseIDF = 1 
var gMinDocFreq = 1 
var gAlgorithm = "SVM" // NB, SVM, RF 
//var gNumFeatures = 100000 
var gRemoveUFWs = 0 
var gUFWs = {"news"} 
var gTrainBothLocsLIWs = 0 
var gUseTestData = 0 
var gTrainLoadEach = 0 

// Local parameters 
//var gDatasetList = Array(312, 350, 22, 327, 329) 
var gDatasetList = Array(312) 
//var gExpLiwTypes = Array("orgs", "pers", "htgs", "mtns", "oh", "op", "oph", 
"ophm") 
var gExpLiwTypes = Array("all") 
//var gLiwsTypeList = Array("", "orgs", "pers", "htgs", "mtns",  "all") 
var gLiwsTypeList = Array("", "orgs") 
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var gOutput = "" 
//var gDataTestIDsArray = Array("") 
//var gDataTestIDs = "" 

object Dissertation { 
  val targetState = gTargetState // val targetState = "CA" <== Not 
serializable 
  val f = java.text.NumberFormat.getIntegerInstance // integers with comma 

  // Parameter 
  if (gShowParams == 1) { 
    println("-------------------------------------------") 
    println("Parameters") 
    println("-------------------------------------------") 
    println("gTargetState: " + gTargetState) 
    println("gUseIDF: " + gUseIDF) 
    println("gMinDocFreq: " + gMinDocFreq) 
    println("gAlgorithm: " + gAlgorithm) 
    //println("gNumFeatures: " + f.format(gNumFeatures)) 
    println("gRemoveUFWs: " + gRemoveUFWs) 
    println("gTrainBothLocsLIWs: " + gTrainBothLocsLIWs) 
  } 

  def main(): Unit = { 
    // Exp header 
    if (gAllResult4Excel == 1) { 
      gOutput = "Dataset\t" + "LiwType\t" 
      if (gTrainLoadEach == 1){ gOutput += "TR_Locs\t" + "TR_Liws\t" } else 
{ gOutput += "TR_whole\t" } 
      if (gUseTestData == 1){ gOutput += "TS_Test\t" + "TR_Dups\t" } 
      gOutput += 

targetState + "\t" + 
"Other\t" + 
targetState + ".7\t" + 
targetState + ".3\t" + 
"Ot.7\t" + 
"Ot.3\t" + 
"Train\t" + 
"Valid\t" + 
"Test\t" + 
"Valid_AuROC_loc\t\t" + 
"Test_AuROC_loc\t\t" + 
"Valid_AuROC_liw\t\t" + 

      "Test_AuROC_liw" + 
"\n" 

    } 

    for (table <- gDatasetList) { 
      for (liwType <- gExpLiwTypes) { 

gOutput += "z_" + table + "\t" + liwType + "\t" 
val dataTrainRDD = loadData("train", "whole", liwType, table) //each 

or combined ################## 
//val dataTrainRDD = loadData("train", "each", liwType, table) //each 

or combined 
var dataTrainTestRDD: RDD[String] = sc.emptyRDD 
if (gUseTestData == 1) { 

val dataTestRDD = loadData("test", "", liwType, table) 

// Need to remove dataTestRDD from dataTrainRDD 
val dataTestIDs = dataTestRDD.map(line => 
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line.split(',')(0)).collect().mkString(" ") 
val dataTrainModRDD = dataTrainRDD.filter(line 

=> !dataTestIDs.contains(line.split(',')(0))) 
gOutput += dataTrainRDD.filter(line => 

dataTestIDs.contains(line.split(',')(0))).collect().length + "\t" 

// Union train(mod) + test 
dataTrainTestRDD = dataTrainModRDD.union(dataTestRDD) 

} else if (gUseTestData == 0){ 
dataTrainTestRDD = dataTrainRDD 
gOutput += "\t" 

} 
dataTrainTestRDD.cache() // Use this twice 

// 1. Location only 
val parsedLocRDD = parse(dataTrainTestRDD, "locs", table) 
//val parsedLocRDD = parseAndFeature(dataTrain, dataTest, "locs", 

table) 
if (gSaveAsFile == 1) { 

parsedLocRDD.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 
targetState + "_parsedLocRDD_" + Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 

} 
trainValTest(parsedLocRDD, "locs", table) 

// 2. location + liws 
//gOutput += "\t\t\t\t\t\t" 
val parsedLocLiwsRDD = parse(dataTrainTestRDD, liwType, table) 
trainValTest(parsedLocLiwsRDD, liwType, table) 

//gOutput += "\n" 
println(gOutput) 
gOutput = "" 

      } 
    } 
  } 

  def loadData(trainTest: String, dataType: String, liwType: String, table: 
Int): RDD[String] = { 
    var trainLocsFileName = "" 
    var trainLiwsFileName = "" 

    if (trainTest == "train") { 
      if (dataType == "each") { 

if (gVerify == 0) { 
trainLocsFileName = "dissertation_data_part3_each/train_unamb_" + 

table + "_locs.csv" 
trainLiwsFileName = " dissertation _data_part3_each/train_unamb_" + 

table + "_" + liwType + ".csv" 
val trainLocs = sc.textFile(trainLocsFileName) 
val trainLiws = sc.textFile(trainLiwsFileName) 
gOutput += f.format(trainLocs.count()) + "\t" + 

f.format(trainLiws.count()) + "\t"
trainLocs.union(trainLiws) 

} else { 
trainLocsFileName = " dissertation_data_part3_each/train_unamb_" + 

table + "_locs_sample.csv" 
trainLiwsFileName = " dissertation_data_part3_each/train_unamb_" + 

table + "_" + liwType + "_sample.csv" 

sc.textFile(trainLocsFileName).union(sc.textFile(trainLiwsFileName)) 
} 
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      } else { // Old type data, "whole" 
val trainWhole = 

sc.textFile("dissertation_data_part3_test/test_amb_z_312_9234_new.csv") 
gOutput += f.format(trainWhole.count()) + "\t" 
trainWhole 

      } 
    } else { // Test data 
      if (gVerify == 0){ 

val test = sc.textFile("dissertation_data_part3_test/test_amb_z_" + 
table + "_9234.csv") 
      } else { 

sc.textFile("dissertation_data_part3_test/test_amb_z_" + table + 
"_sample.csv") 
      } 
    } 
  } 

  def parse(dataTrainTestRDD: RDD[String], liwType: String, table: Int): 
RDD[LabeledPoint] = { 
    // values from outside or global variable are not serializable, so need 
to assign global variable to local variable 
    val targetState = gTargetState 
    //val numFeatures = gNumFeatures //100000 
    val removeUFWs = gRemoveUFWs 
    val ufws = gUFWs //val ufws = {"311NYC"} 
    val trainBothLocsLIWs = gTrainBothLocsLIWs 

    //val hashingTF = new HashingTF(numFeatures) 
    val hashingTF = new HashingTF() 

    if (gShowFreqWords == 1) { 
      println("Top 10 Frequent Features:") 
      //dataTrain.groupBy(line => 
line.split(',')(1)).mapValues(x=>x.size).foreach(println) 
      println("Locs: " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(1)).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(10)) 
      println("Orgs: " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(2)).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(10)) 
      println("Pers: " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(3)).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(10)) 
      println("Htgs: " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(4)).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(10)) 
      println("Mtns: " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(5)).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(10)) 
      println("Mtns(empty only): " + dataTrainTestRDD.map(line => 
line.split(',')(5).isEmpty()).countByValue().toSeq.sortBy(_._2).reverse.take(
10)) 
    } 

    dataTrainTestRDD.map { line => // parsed: RDD[LabeledPoint] 
      val pieces = line.split(',') 
      var locs = Array("") 
      var liws = Array("") // Array[String] 
      val targetClass = pieces(6) 
      val usedFeat = pieces(7) 

      if (usedFeat == "locs"){ 
locs = pieces(1).split(";") 
if (trainBothLocsLIWs == 1) { 

liws = pieces(2).split(";") 
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liws :+ pieces(3).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(4).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(5).split(";") 

} 
      } else if (usedFeat == "test"){ 

locs = pieces(1).split(";") 
liws = pieces(2).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(3).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(4).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(5).split(";") 

      } else { // Case: LIWs or all 
locs = pieces(1).split(";") 
if (liwType == "orgs") { 

liws = pieces(2).split(";") 
} else if (liwType == "pers") { 

liws = pieces(3).split(";") 
} else if (liwType == "htgs") { 

liws = pieces(4).split(";") 
} else if (liwType == "mtns") { 

liws = pieces(5).split(";") 
} else if (liwType == "orgs_pers") { 

liws = pieces(2).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(4).split(";") 

} else if (liwType == "all") { 
      liws = pieces(2).split(";") 

liws :+ pieces(3).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(4).split(";") 
liws :+ pieces(5).split(";") 

} 
      } 

      // 1.2. Parse target class 
      var target = 0 
      if (usedFeat == "test"){ 

if (targetClass == targetState) { 
target = 3 

} else { 
target = 2 

} 
      } else { 

if (targetClass == targetState) { 
target = 1 

} else { 
target = 0 

} 
      } 

      // 1.3. Remove UFW (Unrelated Frequent Words) 
      if (removeUFWs == 1) { 

liws = liws.filter(x => !ufws.contains(x.toLowerCase())) 
      } 

      // 1.4. Output (TF only, no IDF): 
      LabeledPoint(target.toDouble, hashingTF.transform(locs ++ liws)) 
    } 
  } 

  def trainValTest(parsed: RDD[LabeledPoint],liwType: String, table: Int): 
Unit = { 
    // This function differs from trainTestNB 
    // To get balanced number of positives and negatives for train or test 
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    // 1. Do under-sampling positive and negative for train/valiadation 
    val trainPos = parsed.filter(_.label == 1) 
    val trainNeg = sc.parallelize(parsed.filter(_.label == 
0).takeSample(false, trainPos.count().toInt)) 

    // 1.1 for Test 
    val test_Pos = parsed.filter(_.label == 3).map(x=>LabeledPoint(1.0, 
x.features))
    val test_Neg = sc.parallelize(parsed.filter(_.label == 
2).takeSample(false, test_Pos.count().toInt)).map(x=>LabeledPoint(0.0, 
x.features))

//    val test_Pos = test_Pos_temp.map = { lp => 
//      if (lp.label == 3){ 
// LabeledPoint(1, x.features) 
//      } else if (lp.label == 2) { 
// LabeledPoint(0, x.features) 
//      } 
//    } 

    // 2. Split train/validate using training dataset for each positive and 
negative 
    val splitsTrainPos = trainPos.randomSplit(Array(0.7, 0.3), seed = 11L) 
    val splitsTrainNeg = trainNeg.randomSplit(Array(0.7, 0.3), seed = 11L) 

//    ////////// TF ONLY /////////// 
//    // 3. Union train parts from positive and negative, do same for test 
parts 
//    //val underSample = pos.union(neg) 
//    val train = splits_pos(0).union(splits_neg(0)) 
//    val test = splits_pos(1).union(splits_neg(1)) 
    // Prepare Training/Test sets 
    //    val splits = underSample.randomSplit(Array(0.6, 0.4), seed = 11L) 
    //    val training = splits(0) 
    //    val test = splits(1) 

    ////////// IDF /////////// 
    // 3. Union train parts from positive and negative, do same for test 
parts 
    val trainTemp = splitsTrainPos(0).union(splitsTrainNeg(0)) 
    val validTemp = splitsTrainPos(1).union(splitsTrainNeg(1)) 
    val test_Temp = test_Pos.union(test_Neg) 

    // 4. Apply IDF 
    // Ref: https://www.mapr.com/blog/comparing-kill-mockingbird-its-sequel-
with-apache-spark 
    // 4.1 train data 
    val tf = trainTemp.map { point => point.features } // extract features 
(w/o label) for IDF Model 
    val idf = new IDF(minDocFreq = gMinDocFreq) 
    val idfModel = idf.fit(tf) 
    val train = trainTemp.map { point => 
      LabeledPoint(point.label, idfModel.transform(point.features)) 
    } 

    // 4.2 Validation data - use idfModel trained by training dataset 
    val valid = validTemp.map { point => 
      LabeledPoint(point.label, idfModel.transform(point.features)) 
    } 
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    // 4.3 Test data 
    val test = test_Temp.map { point => 
      LabeledPoint(point.label, idfModel.transform(point.features)) 
    } 
    ////////// IDF /////////// 

    // SVM 
    // 1. Train 
    train.cache() 
    val numIterations = 100 
    val modelSVM = SVMWithSGD.train(train, numIterations) 
    modelSVM.clearThreshold 

    // 2. Validate 
    val predictAndLabelsValid = valid.map { point => 
      val score = modelSVM.predict(point.features) 
      (score, point.label) 
    } 

    // 3. Test 
    val predictAndLabels_Test = test.map { point => 
      val score = modelSVM.predict(point.features) 
      (score, point.label) 
    } 

    if (gSaveAsFile == 1) { 
      predictAndLabelsValid.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_predictAndLabelsValid_"+liwType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
      predictAndLabels_Test.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_predictAndLabels_Test_"+liwType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
    } 

    if (1 == gAllResult4Excel && "locs" == liwType) { 
      gOutput += 

 //f.format(parsed.count()) + "\t" + 
f.format(trainPos.count()) + "\t" +
f.format(parsed.filter(_.label == 0).count()) + "\t" +
f.format(splitsTrainPos(0).count()) + "\t" +
f.format(splitsTrainPos(1).count()) + "\t" +
f.format(splitsTrainNeg(0).count()) + "\t" +
f.format(splitsTrainNeg(1).count()) + "\t" +
f.format(train.count())+"\t"+f.format(valid.count())+"\t" +
f.format(test.count())+"\t"

    } 

    // Call evaluate() 
    printResult(predictAndLabelsValid, liwType, "valid") 
    printResult(predictAndLabels_Test, liwType, "test") 
  } 

  def printResult(predictAndLabels: RDD[(Double, Double)], liwType: String, 
testType: String): Unit = { 
    // Evaluation 
    val metrics = new BinaryClassificationMetrics(predictAndLabels) 
    val precision = metrics.precisionByThreshold() 
    val recall = metrics.recallByThreshold() 
    val f1Score = metrics.fMeasureByThreshold 
    //val auPR = metrics.areaUnderPR() 
    val auROC = metrics.areaUnderROC() 
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    val roc = metrics.roc 

    if (gSaveAsFile == 1) { 
      precision.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_precision_"+liwType+"_"+testType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
      recall.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_recall_"+liwType+"_"+testType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
      f1Score.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_f1_"+liwType+"_"+testType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
      roc.coalesce(1, true).saveAsTextFile("results/" + 

targetState + "_roc_"+liwType+"_"+testType+"_" + 
Calendar.getInstance.getTime) 
    } 

    if (gAllResult4Excel == 1) { 
      gOutput += auROC + "\t" 
    } 
  } 




